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n••••• the Eternal shall rejoi~e in his 
works. He looketh on the earth, and it 
trembleth: he tou~heth the hills and 
they smoke." 

Psalm lO~: 31-32 

("-.., 
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ABSTRACT 

Jurassic dolerite intrusions of the Hooart district, 

Tasmania, have been examined geologically and gravimetrically 

in order to determine their form. The dolerite intrudes flat

lying shallow marine Permian and continental Triassic rocks. 

A major problem was the resolution of more recent faulting 

superimposed upon Jurassic structures. 

The intrusions are the result of a limited series of 

injections (four or five). Each individual intrusion has an 

irregular flattened trumpet shape. Synchronous intrusions 

have interconnected to produce a cross-wave pattern in which 

each hollow represents the site of one or more massive feeders. 

The feeders are basically dykes up to a mile across, althoUih 

some are pipe-~ike extensions or wedges from dykes, and most 

are related to pre-existing faults. 

Sheets have been initiated above feeder wedges at a point 

where e.fective intrusion pressure (about 7X105imlcm2) has 

exceeded the load pressure. Dislocation by fracturing was 

followed by hydrostatic intrusion. The actual form of the 

sheets, termed chonoliths, is determined at any place by any . 

previous and concomitant fracturini. Fractures are controlled 

by rock heterogeneities, plastic confining beds, fluid 

content and distance from the feeder, or proximity of the 

free surface. Each sheet is about 1,000-1,500 feet thick. 

,,! 
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Initial intrusions are normally placed low in the 

sedimentary column, while later intrusions generally found a 

higher level. Ultimately a lava plateau could be produced 

if the magma supply was adequate, although no evidence exists 

for this feature in Tasmania. 

Extreme products of differentiation are to be found 

only in those parts of the intrusion adjacent to, or above, 

a feeder. There is no evidence of assimilation Within the 

area. 

,,! 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1	 General 

The Hobart district, an area of 1,000 square miles, is 

centred on Hobart in southeastern Tasmania. AlthouCh geolog
/' 

ically typical of eastern Tasmania, it has the best outcrop 

and "acces•• Dolerite outcrops over about half the area, and 

possibly underlies much of the remainder. Structural config

urations typical of the Tasmanian dolerites are fOUnd, these 

being dykes, sills and sheets at various scales and attitudes. 

The geology of the district is complicated by two super
'~ 

imposed systems of faulting. One Jurassic in age, and probably 

partly contemporaneous with the dolerite intrusion, and the 

other mainly Tertiary in age. Fault rejuvenation has made 

study of the intrusions difficUlt, due to uncertainties in 

age and structural relations. In addition, as also noted by 

Carey (1958a, p.131), the detailed complexities of the 

intrusions have fogged first order examinations. Previous 

workers have attempted to resolve this problem using only 

geological methods. Little of general value was derivei. 

Failure was often due to the smallness of area chosen, and 

inability of geolocical methods to provide a unique solution. 

Gravity surveys have only recently been employed, although 

the possibilities have long been obvious. Three surveys have 

been directed at this problem in Tasmania; McDougall and 
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Stott (1961); Jones ~ ~ (1966); Leaman and Naqvi (1967). All 

dealt with small areas. They indicated that with a detailed 

survey of large scale the form of the intrusions, as a whole, 

could be resolved. A detailed geological study by the 

interpreter of the gravity survey was also shown to be 

essential. With application of both geological and geophysical 

methods a sense of uniqueness can be approached in interpret
"' ation. It is impossible without drill control to fully 

specify the parameters of intrusive bodies. 

The basic approach has been to map and survey in detail 

a significant, accessible and varied area. The range of 

structures present, both intrusive and epeirogenic, and the 

great topographic relief were key factors in the choice of , 
area. The district has one distinct disadvantage in that 

many structures related to, or concealed by, the Derwent 

estuary cannot be examined. 

1.2 GeomorphologI 

Two features dominate the Hobart district, the Mt. 

Wellington-Mt. Marian plateau and the Derwent lowlands. 
~-

Relief is generally moderate to high. Without exception, 

elevated country is dominated by dolerite bodies which give 

protection against erosion. 

In detail, the topography is marked by fault-controlled 

features, such as escarpments and straight narrow valleys. 

The Derwent lowlands are fault-controlled and represent, 

with the Coal River valley and Pittwater, a graben some 20 

miles (32km) across. Step faulting within the graben has 
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produced linear blocks at various elevations. The Mt. Direct

ion and South Arm blocks represent a central zone elevated 

with respect to the eastern escarpment and downthrown com

par~d with the western elcarpment. Topographic regimes are 

generally north-south. Few streams of any magnitude cut acrosl 

this grain. The River Derwent is an exception, trendinc west

east from New Norfolk to Br1dgewater across the main north

south range. The river follows fault trends in the lower and 

middle reaches of the valley and there is nO obvious struct

ural control for such a course change. Several streams show 

meander incision and quite possibly the course chance of the 

River Derwent is an incised feature dating from Mesozoic 

timel, as the Lower and Middle Derwent faulting is rejuven
.J 

ated Juralsic faulting. 

In the elevated plateau regions where frost action is 

common, and where periglacial conditions prevailed in 

Pleistocene times, there is much evidence of solifluction 

and congelitraction depositl. Substantial deposits of talUs, 

probably related to this time, are in places.: overlain by 

more recent scree fields (Davies, 19,8). 

The coastal regions are marked by the presence of higher 

shoreline levels. These are particularly evident in the South 

Arm-Seven Mile Beach region, and occur between 2 and 6 feet 

(0.6-2 m) above the present sea level (Davies, 19,9). There is 

allo much evidence for variation of erosion and river base in 

the complex of depositional and erosional terraces in the 

valleys of the Coal and Derwent Rivers. The coastline is 
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generally one of submergence with inter-island bar connection 

at South Arm. 

1.3 Acknowledgments 

I should like particularly to express my gratitude to 

Prof. S. W. Carey for his guidance, discussion and criticism 

throughout all stages of the work. My gratitude is also 

extended to Mr. M. R. Banks, Mr. J. E. Shirley, Dr. R. Varne, 

Dr. E. Williams, Dr. W. D. Parkinaon and Mr. I. B. Jennin~. 

for their general interest and help. I am also grateful to 

the State of Tasmania (per the Department of Mines) for 

enabling me to undertake this project. 

'.!" 
l.~ Previous literature 

Although Hobart was first settled in 1803, it was not 

until 186~ that the first geological work was published 

(Harrison, 186~). He referred briefly to the dolerites of the 

city site and classed them as basalts, which flowed down old 

valleys from which the divides have now been removed. The 

first major work to appear (Johnson, 1888), following(?) 

Jukes (18~7), regarded the dolerite as 'greenstones' of pre

Carboniferous age and as flows antedatinc the rocks now known 

as Permian-Triassic. He ignored the evidence of thermal metam

orphism, but was the first to recognise the sicnificance of 

faUlting in the area. 

Hills !i ~ (1922), possibly following the sketchy general 

ideas of Strzelecki (18~,); Milligan (18~) and Selw,yn (18,,), 

considered the intrusion to be a massive sheet with plugs and 
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dykes pushing into overlying sedimentary rocks. Nye (1922, 1924) 

also developed this idea. It was not until Edwards (1942) and' 

Le'i1s (1946) that a reasonable description of petrolocy and 

d1S'~ribution became available. Some of Edwards' conclusions 

concerning mechanism of differentiation are based on Lewis' 

erroneous .interpretatio~s of the structure, and should be 

considered with reserve (p. 76). ,Many of the errors in Lewis' 

'" published work, which is a monvment to tireless end generally 

first rate observation, persist because of ,his death prior to 

publication. Most errors are restricted to his map. He noted 

the particular importance of Tertiary faulting and the Well

ington uplift. Although generous in ~ndicating faults on his 

map, he often omitted reference to Jurassic structures. He 
.~ 

oonsidered the dolerite to be intruded in the form of thick 
~ 

and subsequently faulted sheets. No attempt was made to relate 

the parts of the intrusion. He considered the intrusions to be 

the result of a hydrostatic and non-forcible process. 

Subsequent workers have general17 done detailed geological 

mapping of small sections of the area. No creat interest was 

shown, nor was it po.sible with the areas involved, to adduce 
~ 

much of comprehensive value concerning the dolerite, e.g. 

Mather (1955), Rodger (1957), Woolley (1959), McDougall (1959b), 

Hastie (1961), Moore (1965, 1968) and Gatehouse (1968). 

However, Green (1961) mapped sufficient area to suggest sill 

repetition by Tertiary faulting across South Arm. McDougall 

(1962), and Sutherland (1964) also mapped areas dominated by 

large dolerite bodies, which led both to significant comments 

on intrusion mechanism and form. The validity or their con
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clusions is discussed later (p. 58, 75). 

Literature on the Tasmanian dolerites has been predomin

antly of a petrological character. However, the Dolerite 

Symposium (1958) contained some papers dealine with possible 

mechanisms of intrusion and descriptions of the intrusion 

form in this and other provinces (Carey, 1958a, b; Walker, 

1958). Carey (1958a) postulated that the dolerite was intruded 

as massive cone sheets emanating from many centres. This idea 

was followed by Spry (1958) and Sutherland (196~, 1966). 

Carey's postUlate was based on use ot contact-stratigraptuu 

structure contours termed isostrats, which have since been 

criticised (Leaman a~ Naqvi, 1967). Work in this district 

shows that while the isostrat principle is not invalid it ,
gives onlY a partial solution.� 

Other than the examination of the Red Hill intrusion by� 

McDougall (1961, 1962) and McDougall and Stott (1961) no� 

other detailed j!o!~gi~al-geo~hZ~ic~~~o~k_hadbe_en un~~rtaken 

Addendum resulting from examiner's reports: 

Some unpublished gravity work was in� 
existence prior to the survey. It is presented by�
Cameron (1967) and included the small Sorell survey�
of Shalley (1964) (Honours Thesis, Univ. Tasm.), and� 
exercise surveys by geophysics students. Its quality�
is variable and coverage is sparse and irregular.� 

--mI:~ Intrusive body ot igneous rock ot approximately 

uniform thickness and relatively thin compared with 

its lateral extent, which has been emplaced parallel 

to the bedding of the intruded rocks. (Note use ot 

adjective 'transgressive' where the angle between 
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the plane of the intrusion and the bedding is small, 

and the� noun 'transgression' whioh is a departure 

from oonoordanoy or sub-oonoordanoy.) 

Sheet:� A tabular mass of igneous roek, either a flow, sill 

or dyke. (In the oontext of this thesis it will be 

taken to be a generally sub-horizontal body on the 

broad soale.) 

Boss:� A steep-sided protrusion from a major body (sill or 

(Plug)� sheet) into overlying intruded rooks (writer's defn.). 

The word plug is used interohanr;eably with boss 

throughout the text, although some would restriot the 

term to voloanio vents oontaining glass. Many suoh 

protrusions may well be true vents. Certalrily they -, 
are plu:s in that they stop a hole produoed by uplift 

foroes, and whioh was not stoped. In view of their 

possible vent oharaoter the term plug 1s not improper 

although, in the oontext of laok of proof, boss is 

the more teohnioally aoeurate term. Looal usage 

supports the term plug. 

D:v;:k!.1 A tabular body whioh outs across the struoture of 
\the intruded rook•• 

Feedet: The pipe or dyke-like body, in the orust, by whioh 

the magma vas intruded (writer' 8 definition). 

It should be oommented that the term "Sheet" will also be 

taken to inolude combinations of sills, transgressions and 

.ykes, where the whole system is SUbstantially wide-angle and 

predominantly sub-oonoordant in broad scale. 
~ 
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2. GEOLOGX 

2.1 Introdueti9Il 

Detailed ~eologieal fieldwork, extending over a period 

of more than three years, is summarised in Map 1 (folder). As 

much of the area had been mapped previously most of the 

present work took the form of revision and ehecking. About 

one quarter of the map is original work~ No previous workers 

have had the advantage of an accurate area-wide topographie 

basemap. 

Previous mappinc by McDoueall (1959b, 1962), Green (1961) '. 
" 

and Moore (1965) was found to be reliable~ Insofar as the map 

of Banks'!1!Jl (1965) ineludes sueh work, and some other 

unpublished Mines Department work, it is also accurate.' Con

siderable revision was undertaken of work by Mather (1955), 

Gatehouse (1968) and especially Woolley (1959).' Some simplif

ication of mapping by Sutherland (196~) was found necessary 

as neither exposmre nor map scale justified the detail shown 

by him. 

In a study of this kind, knowledge of all aspects of the 

geology is essential in order to sort out the structures 

involved. A brief summary of basic geological information 

follows. More detailed particulars are given as required in 

Section 3.~.~. 



2.2� Stratigraphx 

PERMIAN: 

The total thickness of exposed Permian rocks is some 

2,000 feet(600m). The base of the system is not exposed within 

this district, although by analogy with the adjacent 

Woodbridge, Oygnet and Maydena regiona there could be a 

further 500 feet(150m) of glacigene rocks. All formations 
,-. 

are conformable. 

i) Lower Permian: 

The rocks designated Lower Permian consist of a mono

tonous mudstone-siltstone sequence, with occasional sand

stone units, in excess of 400 feet(120m) thick. The only 

exposures are in the Collinsvale-Glenlusk-Berriedale region,
(see also Sutherland, 196~). The group may be equivalent to 

the Quamby Group of Northern Tasmania (a8e also Banks, 1962). 

It is possible that these rocks are in fact Carboniferous 

(Gulline, 1967; M. Clarke, Tas. Dept. Mines, pers. cOmm)' 

ii) Bundella Mudstone: 

A formation of fossiliferous and somewhat pebbly mud

stone, also containing calcareoua mudstone and limestone 

units, about 250 feet(75m) thick. Complete sections through 

this formation are rare because dolerite commonly intrudes 

this horizon. 

iii) Faulkner Group~ 

Rocks of this group are variable in thickness, facies 

and lithology. They consist of sandstone, mUdstone and 

conglomerate. With the exception of the Cygnet Coal Measures, 

, ~ 
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the only non-marine Permian rocks occur in this group. Thick

ness varies from 60 to 100 feet(18 to 30m) (see also Banks and 

Hale, 195'7). 

iv) Cascades Group: (Banks and Hale, 195'7) 

This group consists of very fossiliferous mUdstone, 

siltstone and limestone. The Berriedale Limestone has its 

greatest thickness on Mt. Dromedary and thins to the south

west. The dominant unit over the southern half of the district 

is Grange Mudstone. The group has a thickness of 300-330 feet 

(90-l00m). Due to the common occurrence of sills in this 

horizon few total thickness estimates are possible. 

v) ~~lbina Formation: (Banks and Read, 1962) 

The Malbina Formation is composed mainly of unfossilif
-:r 

erous siliceous siltstone, with a pebbly fossiliferous sand

stone at the base and a very fossi1iferous mudstone at the 

top. Variation in thickness does occur, 220 to 300 feet(65'

90m), with the greatest thickness developed near New Norfolk. 

It thins markedly to the southwest. 

vi) Ferntree Group: 

The base of the grcup is marked by a pebbly feldspathic 

sandstone about 20 feet(6m) thick. The remainder consists of 

5'5'0 feet(170m) of fissile and non-fissile generally unfossil

iferous siltstone with oocasiona1 sand and grit beds. 

vii) Cygnet Coal Measures: 

This formation is that non-marine material, consisting 

of coal, carbonaceous mudstone and shale and(or) feldspathic 

sandstone containing carbonaceous fragments, which usually 

disconformably over1ies the Ferntree Group. Thickness varies 
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from 0 to 100 feet(O to 30m). 

TRIASSIC: 

Triassic rocks may oe divided into two associations; a 

sequence of quartz sandstone, mudstone and shale of Lower and 

Middle Triassic age overlain oy a sequence of lithic feld

spathic sandstone aDd mudstone of Upper Triassic-Rhaetic age 

(Hale, 1962; Towr~ow, 1962). All rockB are of freshwater 

origin. 

The base of the Triassic rocks is marked by the appear

ance of pure siliceous rocks (compare Cygnet Coal Measures), 

a topographic bench and oocasionally a quartz irit. The 

Lower Triassic rocks have a maximum thickness of 1,300-1,500 

feet(400-~50m), and show a ohange in composition and texture 

throughout the sequence. The basal rocks are nearly always 

dominated by a massive medium-coarse sandstone while the 

overlying rocks are more fine-grained, more feldspathic (app

rox. 10-15%) and micaceous. The proportion of lutite increases 

upward, from minor dark shale occurrences near the base to 

units of thick massive mudstone near the top. A succession of 

massive mudstone units, often with red beds, normally 

precedes occurrences of Upper Triassic rocks. There is some 

interdigitation of the two associations. 

The lithic sequence has a higher proportion of fine

grained rocks than does the quartz sequence. Thin coal seams 

are also present. Its thickness is unknown but at least 500 

feet(150m) was proven by drilling at Richmond• 

,.� 

. ----- ----
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TERTIARY: 

Non-marine clay and sand has been deposited in fault

drainage-erosion troughs in the Coal and Derwent valleys. The 

maximum thickness known exceeds 670 feet (drilling at "Carr

ington", Richmond). The deposits conform to the shape of the 

wedge-shaped fault troughs, although the influence of erosion 

channels within these is very important. The basin north of 

Richmond contains much lignite. 

QUATERNARY: 

Alluvial deposits are associated with most streams, and 

are generally only 10-20 feet(3-6m) thick. Thick deposits of 

windblown sand are found at Seven Mile Beach and South Arm. 

Gravels occur at up to 50 feet(15m) above present river level 

in the Derwent valley west of Bridgewater. These deposits 

are probably related to greater river flows, or higher sea 

levels of Pleistocene times. 

2.3� Igneous geology 

JURASSIC: 

Tholeiitic dolerite, dated at about 167 x 106 years 

(McDougall, 1961), outcrops over about half the district. Two 

major petrological studies have been made of bodies within 

this area; those of Edwards in 1942 (Mt. Wellington, Mt. 

Nelson, Gunnings Sugar Loaf) and McDougall in 1962 (Red Hill). 

Both studies were directed at differentiation sequences. No 

significant attempts have been made to relate type, or stage 

of differentiation to the form of the intrusion. The above

,,! 
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mentioned authors, Joplin (1957, 1964) and Spry (1962) have 

stated that the magma was very uniform in oomposition and 

intruded close to the liquidus temperature. This conclusion 

is basee on chilled margin studies which may be open to some 

doubt (see p. 107). These authors have concluded that the 

intrusion took place in one major pulse but the general work 

done is hardly sufficient to be derini~ive. There is little 
~ 

petrologioal eVidence available to suggest that the. intrusion 

occurred in more than one pulse. Detailed work has not yet 

been undertaken on adjacent intrusions to examine such 

variations as may often be readily observed to be present. A 

minor second pulse, at least, is definitely represented by 

small dykes, e.g., Mt. Nelson (Edwards, 1942), Hickmans Hill 
. " 

(McDougall, 1962) and Single Hill (Plate 2-extreme example). 
r 

TERTIARY: 

Tholeiitic and alkali basalts occur in the valleys of 

the Coal, Jordan and Derwent rivers. The thickest flows are 

in the Jordan valley near Brighton, where the thickness 

exceeds 150 feet(45m). Petrological studies have been under
r 

taken of the Brighton basalts (McDougall, 1959a). 

2.4 Structural geologx. 

The location and general relationships of major struct

ural features are shown in fig. 2, p. 16. 

i) Attitude of sedimentary rocks: 

With the exception of a narrow belt immediately east of 

the Mt. Wellington-Mt. Faulkner block, all rocks dip west. 
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Dips are nor~lly of the order of ,_100, although 1,_2,0 is 

typical in the Coal River valley and estuary in association 
owith Tertiary step faulting. Dips are east at about 10 in 

the crushed warp-monocline tlanking Mt. Wellington and 

extending southward to Kingston. 

11) Faulting:� 

Normal faulting ot Jurassic and Tertiary age has greatly� 

'"' contributed to the complexity of the district. Jurassic 

taUlting include. all faulting directly associated with, or 

immediately preceding, the dolerite intrusions. Such faults 

are indicated by many sharp intrusive boundaries, or by 

faults containing dykes and plugs in the slip surface. The 

younger faults are indicated by disruption ot such intrus
',f 

ions. The age ot the later movements may be impossible to 

date however, if there is more than one pulse of intrUSion, 

as each pulse may activate or re-activate faults. There is 

commonly insufficient eVidence to show that a fault disrupts 

one intrusion and not another. Jurassic faulting has produced 

north-south-trending horst and graben structures. The Coal 

and Derwent Rivers occupy such grabens for part of their 

lower courses. The central trough widths are often less than 

0., miles(c 1 km), as at Richmond and Grass Tree Hill, and 

the structures have an overall wavelength of 40 miles(60km). 

The release of magma was probably indirectly caused by the 

stresses producing these structures. It is not known why the 

stress was developed in mid-Jurassic times, but forces 

related to the break-up of Gondwana would account for it, 

e.g., King (19,3), see also page 107. 
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Superimposed on the Jurassic structures is Tertiary 

step faulting, which consistently downthrows to the east, with 

a trend slightly west of north. A Tertiary age is ascribed 

to the later faulting on circumstantial evidence based on 

its relationships to basalts and sediments of known Tertiary 

age. Although there have been rejuvenations tl~oughout the 

Cainozoic, the major post-dolerite movements appear to have 

'7' been Eocene(?) (Solomon, 1962). Such faul'~ing is profiounced 

only in the Coal River region, and adjacent to the Mt. 

Nelson 81d Mt. Wellington blocks. In mar~ cases Tertiary 

movements have been deflected about major Jurassic structures, 

e.g., Mt. Nelson, Mikes Hill. A shallow rotational origin is 

indicated by the fault-dip relationship in the Coal River 

region. 'i 

" iii) Igneoul emplacement: 

The matter of dolerite emplacement forms the bulk of 

the content of this thesis and will therefore be discussed 

fully later. However, it may be noted that the most massive 

dOlerite bodies occur in the Grass Tree Hill-Cambridge and 

Black Hills-Collins Bonnet-Longley regions. Sills and she.ts 

of dolerite are often prominent but are no more common than 

large dykes in exposure. 

One particular aspect of value in structure reduction 

of dolerite intrusion5 is that of dilation. While both hor

izontal and vertical dilation may ba present, the vertical 

aspect is that usually noted, for example, where a dolerite 

sill terminates at a fault, and the intruded side is uplifted 

by the thiclQless of the sill. This simple estim&te of 
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intrusion thickness may be affected slightly by dip or 

transgressive angle reduction etficts. Dilation is fully 

discussed in Section ~.6t p. 86, fig. 5. 

Small dylces of dolerite have been seen intrusive into 

major bodies in several places, e.g., Mt. Nelson and Hick

mans Hill. These are 3-20 feet(1-6m) across and always 

chilled. 

" 

Basalt centres are usually small dykes 6-50 fee·t(2~15m) 

wide associated with Tertiary faults or fault junctions and 

large Jurassic structures, e.g., Craigow-Mt. Rumney dyke 

intrusions. 

~-!' 



3~ qRAV.TY l?IEIJ? 

" 

3.1 ~ntroduction 

The use ot gravity surveys for assessing emplacement 

of basic intrusions is well known. Its effectiveIless depends 

upon any non-gravimetric restrictions on interpretation 

available and the density contrast with the iIltruded rock•• 
"" -------'" - -- -- ---~- - - .--

Addendum resulting from examiner's reports: 

The work presented. by Cameron (1967),
comprising various small surveys, was limited in scope,
reliability and accuracy, and in order to obtain 
uniformity of results the entire area waS resurveyed. 

~" 
(Hinch, 196,; Longman and Leaman, 1967). Only the survey of 

Longman and Leaman (1967) covered sufficient area to permit 

broad scale deduction. The limitations of earlier work in 

other areas precluded collection ot useful general inform

ation. 

r 

3.2 Sijrvel detai~s and accuracy 

Approximately 2,000 stations have been installed with 

a station spacing of about 0., miles(0.8km). The base station 

for the survey, at Hobart Airport (reference 6491.0161), 

was originally installed by the B~'eau of Mineral Resources, 

Canberra, as part of an Australi~l network. It has a datum 

value of 980448.91 mgal and a terrain-corrected Bouguer 

anomaly ot 15.45 mgal. The station distribution is shown in 
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Map 2 (in folder). 

The meter used througho~t the survey was Worden 273 

with scale constant of 0.1008 mgal/division. Drift character

istics of the meter were excellent, approx. ~ 0.02(max) 

IDeal/hour. 

Traverses on loop segments were made on a 2-3 hour base 

interval. Although most loops contain more than 20 stations, 
r loop errors were normally less than 0.0, mgals, and in many 

cases were nil. As a result many adjustments were made simpl~ 

to tie stations in the loops. Where groups of adjacent 

loops had slgruficant errors a least squares adjustment was 

made (Gibson, 1941). No specific corrections have been made 

for tides and such as may be necessary are incorporated 
i' 

within the drift correction. The precision of individual 

gravity measurements is considered better than ~0.02 mgal. 

Stations have been sited, where possible, on state 

Permanent Marks, or Lands Department survey spot heights. 

The former are rare outside the Hobart Metropolitan Area, 

whilst the latter are scattered across the district in 

various topographic positions. Most elevations have been 

determined barometrically, using a Mechanisms micro-barom

eter, with respect to yarious survey points as ties. Many 

stations have been tied to high water level in tho estuary, 

With a foot(O.3m) subtracted to approximate mean sea level, 

as used for survey standard in Tasrnan:l.a (t~.S.L. Hobart). 

As a result of the use of different sources for elevat

ions, there is some variation in standards of accuracy. 

Most stations are accurate to only 3-, feet(l-l.'m). This 
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results in an inaoouracy of some ~.30 mgal in the observed 

Bouguer gravity.• 

All stations hav e been terrain-corrected usinc the 

method of Hammer (1939) to a radius of 12 mlles(19km.),. At 

this radius the effects of the earth1s curvature become 

sil:nificant and the attravtion in outer zones becomes constant 

for large blocks of stations. As a result no further 

calculation is worthwhile and any errors present are constant 

over the whole survey, as the dimensions of the area 

covered become small compared with distances to significant. 

features such as the continental shelf. The accuracy of the 

correction made i8 estimated at 5% or less, resulting in an 

error of 0.05-0.10 mgal at most stations. This accuracy is .. ,}" 
consistent with the precision claimed by Hammer. 

Availability of accurate survey maps has enabled station 

locations to be stated to within 100-250 feet(30-75m). This 

results in a maximuj error of 0.05 mgal in the latitude 

correction. 

The RMS accuracy of the observations is about 0.33 mgal, 

and values have been contoured with interval of 1 mgal (Map 

3, folder). 

3.3 Bguguer anoma*ies 

3.3.1 SPECIFICATION AND PRESENTATION 

The results of the survey have been expressed in terms 

of the extended Bouguer anomaly, since this is the most 

direct and useful form of preliminary treatment, leading to 
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an interpretation of near surface-crustal structures. 

A density value of 2.67 gm/cc has been used throughout 

the reduction. Although no pre-Permian rocks are exposed in 

the Hobart district, aDd it is therefore not possible to 

state the density of such rocks, shallow crustal seismic 

surveys indicate a value of 2.65-2.67 gm/cc (Johnson, Univ

ersity of Tasmania Ph.D. thesis in preparation). In addition, 

examination of those rocks considered most likely to occur 

have a density range of about 2.60-2.70 gm/cc. The upper and 

lower figures represent Cambrian rocks and Devonian granites 

respectively. Ordovician, Silurian and Precambrian rocks 

generally have average values close to 2.67 gm/cc. Zhe choice 

of a value of 2.67 gm/cc presumes that all anomalies would 

be related to density variations in the readily examinable 

post-Carboniferous rocks including the dolerite. The possib

ility of a heterogeneous basement is further discussed on 

page 31. 

Contoured total Bouguer anomalies are presented in Map 

3 (folder), with a contour interval of 1 mgal.All data and 

observations from which this map was drawn are available at 

the University of Tasmania, Geology Department. 

3.3. 2 REGIONAL 'SEPARATION 

The total Bouguer anomalies (Map 3) show that the 

gravity field decreases significantly to the northwest as a 

result of the Central Tasmanian plateau. The Hobart district 

is placed midway between the root of continental Tasmania 

and the continental shelf. It is thus situated close to the 

-j

_________00 ._· 0 _ 
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zone of steepest gradients. 

The character of the regional gradient in Tasmania, and 

it should be noted here that regional is taken to mean that 

component of the field derived froll. the core, mantle and 

lower crust, has been examined (Johnson, Ph.D. thesis in 

prep). On the limited information aVailable the gradient was 

shown to be about -1 mgal/mile (0.6 mgal/km) to the north

.'"'	 west. The information provided by this previous work: could 

have been considered adequate for the, specification of the 

regional gradient. However,it was decided, in viev of the 

increased data, to adopt an averaging procedure over this 

survey area and compare results. The initial averaging was 

based on squares with sides of 2 miles(3km). Each square 

included, ~th fev exceptions, 8-16 stations. The averages , 

obtained· were then recalculated with squares of 16 and 25 
·----1 

Addendum resulting from examiner's reports: 

The filter has a section in the wave number 
domain of sinc (kx), where k represents the wave 
number as applied in two hori~ontal directions and 
x is the width of the window used in the averaging 
process. A uniform distribution of points is 
desirable for the most effective filtering. The 
major problem is the selection of the length scale -,factor (x) in view of the range and continuity of 
wave numbers. 

----a----------..~ . _.	 , _.. . .. -- .. Ok 

of the area. It was however, distorted in the eastern portion 

due to the presence of a large positive anomaly with area 

apprOXimating 100 square miles (256km2). The area of this 

cmm2
Sticky Note
See following page which is a repeat of p. 24 but with inserted flap removed so that wording of last paragraph is visible.
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zone of steepest gradients. 

The character of the regional gradient in Tasmania, and 

it should be noted here that regional is taken to mean that 

component of the field derived from the core, mantle and 

lower crust, has been examined (Johnson, Ph.D. thesis in 

prep). On the limited information available the gradient was 

shown to be about -1 mgal/mile (0.6 mgal!km) to the north

west. The information provided by this previous work could 

have been considered adequate for the, specification of the 

regional gradient. However,it was decided, in view of the 

increased data, to adopt an averaging procedure over this 

survey area and compare results. The initial averaging was 

based on squares with sides of 2 miles(3km). Each square 

included, with few exceptions, 8-16 stations. The averages 

obtained were then recalculated with squares of 16 and 2, 

times the area. The separation is mathematically analogo~;---\ 

to filtering in electrical circuitry - in this case a 

sinc(x) function (St. John, 1967). For such a filter to be 

effective a uniform distribution of points is required, and 

an appropriate frequency chosen. The latter factor is diff

icult to prescribe due to great variation in anomaly 
_."---~\wavelengths. 

Bulk filtering was found to produce a fairly consistent 

gradieIi:; across the northern, western and southeastern parts 

of the area. It was however, distorted in the eastern portion 

due to the presence of a large positive anomaly with area 

approximating 100 square miles (2,6km2). The area of this 
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anomaly is greater than the bUlK-"area-assumption used 'in the 

filter, and hence the breakdown. Bulk averaging on the scale 

required by this anomaly is impossible on an area as small 

as this district. The general gradient was shown to agree 

closely with that obtained by Johnson (2£.'~.}, although 

the contours are offset to the north as hi. data did not 

include terrain corrections. The,final gradient, a. shown 

in Map 3, was produced by eye-smoothing of contours, based 

on the averages obtained by the method described above and 

with the trend and absolute values indicated in the western 

half of the area carried through the positive anomaly which 

dominates part of the eastern half. 

Edge effects were minimised, during averaginc, by con

sidering such information a8 i. available outside the area .! 

(north, east, south only), and suitably weighted elsewhere. 

It should be noted that such data is in no way comparable 

in station density with the present survey and it i. likely 

that SOMe edge effects persist. 

3.3.3 DESCRIPTION OF RESIDUAL ,ANOMALIES 
r, 

Map 4 (folder) presents the residual Bouguer anomaly 

field as obtained from Map 3 by removal of the gradient 

indicated. This map shows that most anomalies are nearly 

equidimensional, and haVe a range of +10 to -12 mgals. 

One anomaly approaches the requirements of two-dimens

ionality, i.e., has a length more than 20 times its width 

(Grant and West, 1965'). It is that assooiated with the 
~ 

Tertiary basin faulting and the eastern margin of the 

-----------~----------------, .._-
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TABLE 1: BULK WET DENSITIES 

range, gm/cc av. gm/cc 

TERTIARY:	 clay, sandy clay 1.82 - 2.00 1.92 
(0-500 feet froll surface) 
vo1canics(solid basalt) 2.90 - 3.00 

JURASSIC: dolerite 2.75 - 2.95 
(average for sill, 

Jaege;r, 1964) 2.90 

TRIASSIC: upper lithic sequence 
sandstone 2.36 - 2.48 2.43*2.47 
mUdstone 2.49 - 2.52 2.51 

lower quartz sequence 
sandstone 2.30+- 2.lf.3 2-37*2.lf.5 
mudstone 2.lf.4 .. 2.5lf. 2.49 

.~PERI4IAN:	 Ferntree Group 2.37"'" - 2.58 2.50-2.52 
Malbir~ Formation 2.46 - 2.5lf. 
GascadesGroup, 

weathltred 2.10 .. 2.14 
unweathered 2.49 - 2.54 2.53 

metamorphosed 2.64 .. 2.68 
Fau1kner Group,saIldstone 2.37 
Bur~e11a Mudstone, 

mudstene 2.55 - 2.61 2.59 
limestone 2.63 

Lower Permian 
mudstone , si1tstone 2.58 .. 2.60 
tillite matrix 2.59 
tillite bulJt 2.66 

Average - total Permian	 2.57 

PRE-PERN.IAN;	 See discussj.on Section 3.3.1 2.67 

+	 * weathered; average !lased on roclt weighting of sequence. 
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Significant positive anomalies are associated with the 

Mangalore Tier and Craigow-Lindisfarne blocks (+10 mgal) , 

and lesser anomalies are related to the Huonville, Boyer, 

Lachlan, Dromedary and Mt. Nelson blocks (+5 to +8 mgal). 

Large tracts of the district have anomalies between _2 and 

+2 mgal. Moderate negative anomalies are associated with the 

Lenah Valley-Berriedale, and Coal River graben faulting (-5" 
to -8 mgal). La~ge negative anomalies show a correlation 

with deep outlet(?) channels for Tertiary basins. Tertiary 

basins generally show a maximum negative anomaly of around 

-4 mgal. 

't 

3.4 Interpretation 

3.4.1 ROCK DENSITIES 

The results of density determinations upon rock format

ions occurring throughout the district are presented in 

table 1. Each average is based on 10-20 samples. Determin

ations have been made on fresh samples, unless otherwise 

indicated, of 1-2 kgm which had been water saturated. Results 

are to British Density Standard Specifications. Most samples 

were taken from recent drill cores. 

3.4.2 METHODS OF INTERPRETATION 

Only indirect, comparative interpretation methods have 

been employed, as direct methods entail more complexity of 

calculation, precision and detail of specification of anom
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As most anomalies are nearly equidimenaional, three

dimensional interpretation methods should be employed if a 

reasonably precise interpretation is required. ~here are, 

however, considerable problems associated with such methods. 

For example, calculations are invariably lengthy and even 

with the facilities available for rapid computing (Elliott 

f" ,03 automatic computer) corrective iterations are difficult 

to prescribe and time consuming to make. These difficulties 

notwithstanding it has been found fruitful to make such 

interpretation in parts of the area. In this way a greater 

understanding of aspects of the intrusion complex is gained 

although the general structur al outline can be deduced from 
'2' 

a qualitative study of the anomalies. 

The 'attraction of slices of a vertical cylinder may be 

used to estimate values in maQY of the blocks. In addition 

calculations on the attraction of cylinders oan give an 

indioation of the scale of simple feeder systems. The 

attraction of a cylinder is shown in fig. 3, p. 29. 

Minimum limits on the mass requirements of various 

anomalies can also be set by considering the anomaly pro

duced by a two-dimensional structure oomposed of horizontal 

slabs. As dolerite is, for all practioal purposes, the only 

positively attraoting material present compared with the 

basio density assumption used in the Bouguer reduotions, an 

anomaly of nil or greater implies dolerite in the column. 

The actual amount estimated i8 governed. by the magnitude of 

the anomaly and the amount of negatively attracting materials 
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present. Small negative anomalies are possible where the 

sediment~y sequenee is thick, even though several hundred 

metres of dolerite may be present. An example of this 

qualitative usage may be shown where basal Triassic rocks are 

exposed, and there is a positive anomaly of 1 mgal. This 

implies about ~'O metres ot dolerite present, i.e., 

7,0 metres Permian rocks at -0.10 gm/cc = -3.1~ mgal 
~ 

~'O metres dolerite at +0. 23 gm/cc =+~.26 mgal 

+1.12 mgal 

This kind of usage is more accurate than is immediately 

obvious, provided the surface dimensions of the slab anomaly 

is much greater than the depth to anomaly base (basement). 

The relative reliability of this method is derived trom the 
':~ 

addition of positive and negative terms at variable depths 

in thin slices. ThiS reduces the total mass two-dimensional 

end effects that would otherwise be incurred. 

Such an approach may be regarded as preliminary to use 

of more detailed methods. It provides much information about 

the structure, quickly revealing those blocks where much, 

little or no dolerite is present. It can give no indication 
~ 

ot the magnitude ot vertical bodies or feeders, and always 

understates the positively attracting material of a residual 

anomaly, and conversely, where anomalies are equidimensional. 

The degree of understatement has been found to be small. 

The equation used for all such qualitative (and also 

complete where applicable) two-dimensional interpretation 

is stated in fi~. 3. 

All interpretation has been made from the ground surface 
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and is thus a two-part process since the base level is sea 

level. 

3.4.3 LIMITATIONS INHERENT IN INTERPRETATION 

As indicated above, many conclusions of direct value 

are possible, althouch interpretations of the gravity field 

~. 

are basically ambiguous. Care must be taken however, not to 

overinterpret the field in this district on aocount of the 

following considerations. 

Basement problems 

It is possible that the basement rocks are not uniform 

in density, and also that their bulk average is not 2.67 gm! 

oc. The effect of the former property would be to produce, 
':!' 

r i) anomaly patches of low amplitude and long wavelength, 

which would not be readily discernible in an area Where anom

alies correlate closely with obvious near-surface structures, 

or 1i) anomaly trends. The latter would cause total variat

ions in the regional anomaly, making all parts of the 

resid~al gravity in error, although by a constant amount. The 

presence of feeder systems in the pre-Permian rocks may also 

add broad scale positive effects to residual anomalies. The 

mass requirements of most feeder systems can be estimated 

(Sect. 3.4.4), but the actual distribution of mass in detail 

is another matt.er. Deep carry-over effects may be present 

in many anomalies but are Virtually impossible to recognize 

or estimate. Thus any interpretation made of the residual 

.~ anmmalies, neglecting the possibility of such side effects, 

is open to a margin of doubt. 
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A thickne.. of 750 metres of Permian rocks-~h&s"been ass~ 

umed in all calculations, but only 600 metres are proven in 

this district (p. 11). Variation. in thicknes~ of tillitic, 

rocks, if present, could produce variations of up to 0.3~.5 

mgal by varying the bulk Permian average which includes this 

material. 

Recional assumptions 

It is assumed that the regional gradien~ indicated in 

Map 3 is valid across the area. Since interpretation i. under

taken upon the residual anomalies, any deficiencies in this 

gradient would invalidate any interpretation in detail. The 

maximum variation considered likely is less than 1 meal, but 

lacking a grid of deep bore holes by which to anchor fully 

some part of the interpretation, and the residual al1omalies, >~ 

~. 

its possible existence should be noted.
 

Density assumptions
 

The validity of the density values stated in Table 1 is 

assumed. The variations noted may be significant. Dolerite 

densities change with form, size and position of'(or in) the 

body. In all interpretation the density of dolerite has been 
~. 

taken at 2.90 gm/cc, which in many cases would cause under

statement of the anomalous body. Ferntree Group values are 

proportional to pyrite or siderite content. The averages 

stated for the Triassic sequences are variable, depending 

on the actual proportions of rock members. The average value 

of the Permian rocks, as a group, increases with depth and 

thus a partial sequence is denser than a total sequence. 
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Interpretation difficultie. 

Realism of structure and anomaly distribution may not 

be approached, particularly in regard to the ditficultie. 

inherent in specification and treatment of vertical bodi.,' 

and feeder systems, where geolo&ic control i8 minimal. 

As a consequence of the above factors unambiguous 

interpretation is impossibl., and ind.ed the magnitUde of 

featur.s included may be in.xact. Th. station .paoing used 

for the survey is adequate for a first order investigation 

such as this, although many small areas require a d.tailed 

coverage b.yond the scope of this stUdy. 

Irrespective of the above d.ficiencies, this survey 
'.!' 

permit, indications and size estimates ot ma.ses· producing 

particular anomalies. The information it provide. on the 

distribution ot dolerite, and the order of its thickn••s, is 

sufficient to remove most of the uncertainties and ambiguit

ies that have do&ged purely geological studie,. Feeders may 

b. unambiguOUsly locat.d by mag~tude of anomaly, although 

their exact form is not n.cessarily deducibl•• 

3.4.4 INIERPRETATION OF STRUCTURE 

Structure reduction has been ba,ically geologioal, with 

application ot gravimetric, test, to check scale and sign of 

anomalies. Simple comparison of Maps 1 and 4 precludes many 

of the structural possibilities. The nature of the t.sts, 

used have been outlined on pages 28-)0. Som. direct protile

model comparisons have been made and these are indicat.d 
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where apprvpriate. 

Each section appearing in fig. 4 (folder) is discussed 

briefly below. In order to avoid repetition, as many struct

ures appear across several saationa, the sections are out

lined from north to south and only at the first appearance 

is a particular structural feature discussed in detail. 

Further comments may be given in subsequent sectiens, but 
~ 

these are subsidiary and speCialized to the particular 

section. For ease ot referenoe, .letter or number symbols have 

been used to refer to blocks of each section. The key aspects 

of each profile only, are outlined as a eomparative review 

of the residual Bouguer anomalies (Map 4) and the geology 

(Map 1) make more detailed comments unnecessary. * 
SlOIcUs:m 800s '.:

This section is typical of those areas wher~ dolerib 
• The reader is advi.ed that the following 40 pages (to 

page 74) contain factual details and concise discussion 
difficult to ,assimilate. A (1rst reading of the thesis 
might well skim this section in order that a clearer view 
of the'concepts outlined be obtained. 

---------

Lower Triassic sandstone outcrops in block Al. The 

anomaly here is about 0 mgal and hence 400-450 m of dolerite 
~, 

is present. This figure often recurs in anomaly estimates 

and dilation studies am has thus been used throughout the 

interpretation. There is no real proof that such a thickness 

could not be composed of two smaller bodies, but for simplic

ity a single body has been indicated. Also, in many cases 

significant exposures of sheet bodies show thicknesses 

approaching this figure (e.g. Mt. Dromedary). The presence 

of small plugs and dykes in Al imply that the sheet is not 
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at any great depth. The hills to the north ani south ot this 

seotion show the base ot a further higher body and this is 

indicated in the section. 

Bl shows a decreasing anomaly to the east. Its absolute 

magnitude indioates the presence of a sheet, and the dilated 

block supports this conclusion. No exact figure can be given 

to this dilation. The eastern boundary of El is a fault-ign
~ 

eou. margin feature. It is likely that the dolerite in block 

C is related to the body talling transgressively east in El, 

since it is a sheet base, and the anomaly shows conclusively 

that there is no deeper intrusion. A centre is implied, and 

the presence of a series of anomaly swellS to the south 

.~ 

along this line, supports this implication. A source (81) has 

been indicated. The magnitude of the anomaly, and its shape, 

suggests·that in this section it is the northern end of a 

.J' 

narrow dyke wedge. 

The major anomaly in the section falls in D. The 

margins of +5 mgal imply a very thick intrusion (approx. Boo 

m if concordant) and the peak value of +10 mgal suggests a 

~. 

very substantial dyke or pipe extending well into the crust. 

A pipe 1,500 metres in diameter extending thro~gh the crust 

with effective contrast for 11-12 km will not produce this 

anomaly! This centre (82) appears to have a basic "y" shape 

but further detail. are unobtainable. The great thickness of 

dolerite, indioated in the section, is based on the above 

estimates. It is likely that there are several closely 

-. 
associated bodies present (p. 39). 

Fault f3, known as the Bagdad FaUlt, passes about the 
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eastern margin of, the Mangalore Tier mass. The steep gradient 

and negative anomaly to the east, suggests that the feeder 

system and associated s~eets(?) dip westward and that little 

dolerite is present to the east. One sheet, at least, is 

suggested in E by the presence of bosses and the moderate 

residual anomaly. The value or the anomaly and the thickness 

of sedimentary rocks known to be present show that this sheet 

r' is about 400 m th1~k. Since the increasing negative anomaly 

reflects less dolerite and more sedimentary rocks this sheet 

must also transgress steeply eastward. A fault at the point 

of transgression is also suggested, both gravimetrically and 

dilationally, as lack of such a feature would imply too 

little Triassie in F, and the sheet would then expose Permian 

rocks, which i~ does not. 

Block F is typified generally by an irregularly roofed 

series of intrusions. Immediately south of this section is a 

substantial positive anomaly and the structure shown is reg

arded as a sheet arm rising away from that feature (S5 

Sect. 775). 

Bloaks Gl, G2 are essentially devoid of dolerite except 

for the surface exposures of sill bases. The sharp, narrow, 

elongate positive anomaly, on the western side of Gunnings 

Sugarloaf, shows that the dyke boundary is in fact the edge 

of a feeder and not part of a transgressing sheet since no 

dolerite can be present at depth in Gl. 

G3 is a little understood graben block which contains 

100-200 m(?) of Upper Triassic rocks. For the most part it is 
~ probably devoid of dolerite bodies. The very narrowness of 

. ~-
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G3 makes definitive interpretation difficult, even though it 

is an easily calculable twe-dimensional feature. The bounding 

faults were in existence prior to the intrusion. Field evid

ence suggests that they have been moved subsequently. The 

scale of later movement on the western fault is interred to 

be small on the basis of comparative elevations of a fragment, 

of sheet base east of Gunnings- Sugarloaf which is thought to 
r-

be part of the same body. The eastern boundary fault has many 

plug and dyke intrusions along its length. All are reflected 

by a series of positive anomalies. The amount of subsequent 

movement on this fault is unknown. 

Hl may contain one or two major sheets, or alternatively 

the anomaly could be affected by the feeder system (82,) to ,. 
r. 

the south. This cannot be directly resolved in this section, 

. but a lonr sheet is inferred in Sections 72" 7,0, 77,. This, 

sheet may account for the transgression apparent near BoON, 

'39'E. Alternatively, the transgression could represent the 

base of the sheet from s2, passing northward. Another possib

ility is that the two bodies link at the line of White Kanc

aroo RiVUlet; the lower sheet in rising to the north between 
r 

Sections 77" 800 has been cut off by a sheet from S2,. The 

occurrence of dolerite north of the section (lower sheet cont

inued) supports this pOSSibility, and also accounts for the 

tendency of the anomaly pattern to trend along the line of 

the rivulet. Extensive, abnormal thermal metamorphism is 

apparent in Hl. 

The anomalies drop sharply in H2, I and show that the

dolerite of the hills and escarpment in I is only a capping, 
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and that no intrusions of consequence occur at depth. 

Section 775': 

Many comments made in regard to Section 800 apply here. 

Block Al shows the high level cappi~ of the B~ack Hills 

range. The anomaly over this part of Black Hills shows that a 

further major Sheet, probably in Lower Triassic rocks, is 

present. This is also demonstrated by the outcrop about 

Black Hills. The sheet present in A2 is part of the inclined 

.western arm of 81. The eastern side of thi~ body has intruded 

along a fault which is ind1catedby drac phenomena. The wst

ern side has been faulted subsequently, and there is a similar' 

possibility on the eastern side. A dilational blOCk, B~, is 

also apparent. The anomaly due to 81 in this section is about 

+1+ mgal, ,and suggests quite a substantial feeder. Rocks within:' 

Bl and east of the fault above the feeder 81 are intensely 

metamorphose~ C must be generally devoid of dolerite in 

depth, since the anomaly is so stron!ly negative. The dolerit. 

at the surface can be shown to be a sheet bas~ ~lich dips 

steeply vest to 81. A dyke in C may in depth be part of the 

Mangalore Tier feeder system (S2)-, as it certainly appears 

to be eonnected to it north of the section. It cannot be 

related to other dolerites since C is deficient in dolerite. 

The section cuts obliquely across the northern tip of 

the uplifted block of Permian rocks at Mangalore. These are 

completely surrounded by dolerite, probably one sheet ~

5'00 m thick, with the displacement about the southern and 

western portions of ~lock D essentially dilational, being 

roughly equal to the excess mass of dolerite calculated as 
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present. However, on the slope of Mangalore Tier there ia 

a suggestion of an overlying body which 1s reflected by 

topography and included blocks (see p. 83). Interpretation· 

is impossible here due to the unknown depth effects of 62. 

One arm of the feeder system extends southeast along the 

Bagdad Fault. Many intrusions are present in this zone, and 

two ("c" and lid"). are indicated in the section. The sheet 
r 

lid" i5 transgressive thr<ilUgh both sedimentary rocks and sheet 

"en and the relationships are clearly visible in the western 

part of the uplifted Mangalore block. The great variety of 

boundary phenomena led to this conClusion, and only detailed 

petrological work could separate them and thus either prove 

or disprove this hypothesis. 

Block E, as exposed in this section, is the western part 
~ 

. of F in Section 800 and is composed of Permian and Lower 

Triaasie rocks with minor occurrences of the Upper Triassic 

lithic sequence. The graVity anomaly is about -1 to -3 mgal 

in this section, but is wedged between two large positive 

anolnal1ea. The separation and gradient s do suggest that this, 

is close to the true attraction, and that- a mOderate-sized 
~ 

sheet is probably present and rising northward. The small 

plugs present suggest dolerite below. The presence of ateep· 

dips near the line of upward transgression of this body to 

the east is another signifioant feature. The roof boundary is 

very irregular, e.g., at 7600N, ,240E, but ia partly concord

ant. It is believed to be a remnant of a different intrusion 

which has been sliced through. (See also comments, Sections 
-

700, 72,). S, must be a substantial pipe. The anomaly of +~ 

':~ 
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mgal is localized in an area where the e.~posed Triassic rocks 

are estimated to be more than 300 m thick. The presence of 

roof pend&1ts and disruptions in F, with the general gentle 

anomaly reduction, shows a transgressiDi eastern limb. More 

than one intrusion mlilY be present here, Judging on the 

number and distribution or sedimentary fragments. 

Blocks Gl, G2, and G3 are essentially as in Section 800, 
~ with one notable exception. Gl contains a large basalt centre 

aP~ the anomalies are considerably distorted about it. ~hila 

not a great volume of basalt remains, either as a flow or 

pipe (.ihich is rolative17 small), there 1s considerable 

thermal metamorphism. The problem of G3 was described in the 

previous section. 

H is shown to contain the northern part of reeder 825 ",!' 

and a sheet transgressing from the west. The size of the 

positive anomaly (+3 to +~ aKal) implies a minimum mass 

requirement equivalent to two large sheets. The shape and 

termination or the anomaly does not support such a conclusion. 

There is alBO extensive thermal metamorphism in this region. 

The anomalies west of S25 suggest only one intrusion is 
r 

possible, althoush possibly more thar! 200 metres or Triassic 

rocks are present. All igneous boundaries in this locality 

are irreKUlar, commonly discordant and very suggestive of 

disrupted roof effects. 

Block I is as described for Section 800. 

Section 750: 

The western half of this section is structurally similar 

to 775, 800, while the eastern half is characteristic of the 
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step-faulted Derwent and Coal River grabens. Al is basically 

similar to Section 775 and the transgression of the Black 

Hills capping sheet from the west is clearly seen~ The pres

ence of a deeper body is indicated by the dykes and plugs 

emanating just south of the western end of the section and 

by the general gravity anomaly. 

On the eastern side of the Black Hills massif is a 
r·	 block (B) of Lower Triassic sandstone completely surrounded 

by dolerite. It lies over the southern end of Sl at a point 

where dolerite rising from the south joins material from Sl 

(Section 725), and is intruded again by part of the higher 

cap dolerites. The actual distribution of the various 

intrusions is indicated in fig. 8, p. 9lt. The gravity pattern 

is not a great help at this point, but the conclusion based 
.~ 

r 
on study· of all outcrop phenomena as shown in the section is 

compatible with the anomalies. The dolerite from S6 (Sect. 725) 

transgresses steeply northwest in the large dyke at 7lt50N, 

5085E and meets that from Sl. It then passes over the enclos

ed block. The structure of Sl also appears a little different 

here, a vertical western margin being indicated. The dilat
~ 

ional effect of the Sl intrusion has elevated this block, 

since without dilation Upper Triassic rocks would be expect

ed to outcrop. 

Cl, C2 and C3 are blocks showing a sheet base only and 

the anomaly of -It mgal shows that deeper dolerites are un

likely. The section across D appears a little odd due to 

obliquity. The dolerite is rising consistently southward 

although showing crenulation. A concealed fault of some 
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magnitude is shown to pass beneath the western arm of the" 
Manealore structure and a feature not unlike a cauldron sub

sidence is produced. North of the section a wedge of Ferntree 

Group has been caught between the dolerite and a pre- intrus

ion fault •. 

Block E shows the presence of three sheets. The upper 

sheet is clearly exposed as a fragment at 7"ON, ,230E, and 
,- acro.s the hill. to the south, where it can Be shown to be 

relatively thin (200-250m). A sheet from the west rise.' 

steeply throu«h the upper body to form the steep (dip .lope?) 

slope. of the Brighton Hill.. The general level of the 

gravity anomalies, and the presence of dykes suggest a deeper 

dolerite about ltoo-,oo metres thick., Correlation with other 

section. su«gest. that it is progably equivalent to the 
r- 

dolerite·from feeder 5" althouch some cross-faultinc i. 

suspected to account for absolute differences in altitude. 

There is evidence for subsidiary feeders at Brain. Hill (57) 

and 58, both south of the section. The faulting east of f~ 

is consistently down to the east and throws are generally 

small. 

G3, eomprisinc the central Coa~ River graben, is virtual

ly impossible to interpret. The cover of Tertiary basalt and 

sediment of unknown thickness provides the source of doubt. 

South of thi••ection this material is known to be in 

exoess of 670 feet(200m) thick. Precise estimates of structure 

or dolerite content are impossible especially as a whole 

Triassic sequence, of unknown quantity, is probably present 

as well. A possible solution satisfying the gravity 
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requirements is indicated in fig. 5, p. 43. 

Block H is as described in Sections 775, 800, except 

that this section 'passes OYer the anomaly peak related to 

325. The gradients to east and south indicate a marked 

transgression of the related sheet, and its base i8 clearly 

seen in the small escarp.ent alone the valley to the immediate 

south. 
r-

The structure in I 1s quite contused and the two intrus

ive bodies seen in H interfere~ Thus there are a large 

number of inclUded blocks and contacts of all types. In 

addition, the gravity anomalies show that the interference 

occurs wholly in Triassic rocks near the surface and that 

there is no deeper intrusion. 

Section 725: 
~, 

In Al the upper capping dolerite is thicker and this is 

reflected in higher anomaly values. Fault fl, which is one 

of a pair of fault. concealed beneath the dolerite of Black 

HillS, clearly shows pre-intruaion movement. Both faults 

appear to have suffered minor subsequent movement. A2 is 

marked by a substantial north-south anomaly (S6) suggesting 
~ 

that it has been produced by a dyke at depth. The anomaly 

, trend carries northward toward Mangalore Tier (S2)" and the 

two features may be inter-connected. The reduction in anomaly 

northward may reflect a depth effect since the Dromedary 

Fault (f2), i. crossed between them. Around the entire eastern 

flank of Mt. Dromedary dolerite appears at about the 

Bundella Mudstone horizon. Thus the feeder and sheet must 

form a 'T' junction. This sheet passes to fl at about the 
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.ame level. Its thiekness i. estimated at 400-5'00 metres 

.ince the entire column, includinC the thickness of the 

capping do1erlte, is well known. 

The compo.ition ef B is difficult to ••sess due to the' 

shadonng effect of the nearby s6 anomaly,. A thin sill out

crops, and it 1. considered unlikely that there is a deeper 

dolerite. There is evidence that f2 is in part 4ura.sic in 
~ ace, and that the sheet from S6 was terminated upon it. 

There ha. been 5'00-600 metre. of subsequent movement. C i. 

probab17 devoid of dolerite; the value of -3 mgals is not .s 

low as micht be anticipated but then there are· many additive 

effe~ts, abou~ C. Certainly no thick intrusion can be pre.ent. 

D and E are simple step-faulted blocks nth one complete 

sheet ln Lower Tria.sic rocks and the base of a further 
~ 

sheet som- 100-200 metres higher (compare E, F, Section 

75'0). Southeast of Brichton, at fault f2A, there is a rise in 

the anoma1T ef about. 2 mgal.: which cannot be accounted for in 

~ other way than a further deeper intrusion. This conclus

ion is, reinforced by tbt occurrence of stratigraphically,< 

hicher rock. to the south, which would increase the negative 

component of the anomalT, and a cro.. fault approximating 

the axis of the basalt-filled Jordan valley is implied. 

Examination of Sections 625'-700 al.o show. the QonsistencF 

of this, and that f2A represent. the souree l1mit to the 

west of &IV such lower body. SUcha source i. indicated in 

the axis of the Derwent trough (Sections 600, 625 esp). 

In F a dTke shows the contact relations and dilation of 

the previously mentioned upper dolerite. This reflects a 
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a transgression of a sheet. rising trom the west. Two conceal

ed sheets are present to the west and only one ~o the east 

(note grade in anomaly). The simplest coherent explanation 

is indicated in the section. 

Block G shows the asymmetrical lower sheet Ind source 

87. The iI,ymaJ.etry of this intrusion increases northward (Sect. 

7,0). The eastern limb is exposed .s the lower sheet on the' 

east side ot Brains Hill. The western limb is interred to be 

in the Permian rocks, as seismic work and drill1l1& hi.... shown 

the Triassic rocks to be devoid of dolerite. The presence of 

a dolerite boo,. here is not obvious from a stud;r of the 

anomalies south of the section, but. these are complicated by 

the presence or Tertiary sediments. The sheet limb is proven 

in fig. " p. ~3. 
", 

The" structure of the Coal Riyer Graben is uncert.in and 

the comments on Section 7,0 apply here also. Block H in this 

section shows part of a verT irrecularly roofed intrusion. 

The anomalies show that these intrusions are roof effects 

and that a thick sheet is present below. The anomalies here 

reflect a dngle sheet only, beiIli between the errects of 

82" 826 (Sect. 700). In I, a sheet risinc southward from 

S2, i. considered to cut the previously mentioned sheet. 

Thi. conclusion is based on depth and thicknell requirements.• 

Seqtion ZOO, 

Blocks Al, A2 show that the dolerite sheet derived from 

86 (Sect. 72,) i. risiDl westward. The arch, at about ,020E, 

is ba.ed on intrusion levels and suceests a mercer with an

other body risil1& from the west(?). Fault fl 18 associated 
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, ' with the major upstep, and ~olle rejuvenation i8 11.180 indicated 

resulting in a present.day escarpment. There is a possibility 

of a small Jurassia fa",lt under the Dromedary plateau. 

Comments on B;, 172 are as 17Qr Section 725. 

Centred south of C in the seetion is a further centre 

(~9h The transgressing sheet arms are indicated in BB1, BB2. 

Thei? character, at least on the eastern side, is seen north 
~ 

of Bridgewater, which is la8s than a mile frOlll. the centre of 

the intrusion. The sheet in BBl i$ interred from the gravity. 

C 1s as in SectiQn 725, but due to the irregular nature of 

pre-intrusion(?) faulting the symmetry of S9 is disrupted. 

SUah faults have also been reactivated. The intrusion "Cif in 

D, E and F in the Lower Triasaie rocks of Section. 700 and 725 

arises,from this, source. 
~ 

The'requirement o~ a further deeper sheet east of f2A 

and its subsequent transgression was discussed in Section 

725. The slope of the transgressive step in F must be steep, 

since there is a marked gravity gradient at this point. The 

Brains Hill structure has been partially outlined in Section 

725(11.180 Sect. 675). The structure in G, H and I is similar 

to previous seetions, except that in the far east of I a 

further centre is infernd. The anomaly in this reeion is 

too hi~h for simple sheet structures, and only one such body 

is suggested anyway. The irrecular pattern of the intrusion, 

the dilation a5soeiated ~th cross faults at 7050N, ~OE 

and eastwards, ani the very lJUbstantial positive anoma17 in 

an area where the sedimentary sequence is thick, SUIlPorts. 
~ 

this contention. 
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, Section 6721 

A sheet outcrop. in Casoade. Group rook. in A1 and A2. 

rhe minor variations in residual anomalies north 01' New 

Norfolk are due to variations in the amount. of Triaasic 

rook. pres.nt in the various fault block•• rhis seotion 

passes direotly thrculh the plUl intrusion( 56'} on the south

ern slepe 01' Mt. Dromedary. At,thi. point an off.hoot from 

the sheet rise. vertioally and terminate. with this plug in 

a pip. typ. 01' structure. 

Cl and C2 are essentially lacking in dolerite as indio

at.d by moderate negative anomalies. The north-south anomaly 

trend (S9) passinl through Cl appears to be related to a plUl 

on Mt. Fau1lmer, and probably represent. the continuation in 

depth 01' a feedinc dyke between the two major feature •• 

C3, D, E, F and G are as for Section 700 except that 

block. D to F are upfaulted by ,00-600 metres. The northern 

part 01' the Quoin .soarpm.nt represent. most 01' the movement. 

Fault f2A correspond. with an anomaly gradient and probable 

source s8 continu.d. Two interpretation. are pos.ible for C3. 
, 

Alternativ, to that indioated in the 8.ctien, and inconsi.tent 

with the t.rminal requirement. 01' this sheet (e.g., Sections 

600, 62" 72,), the sheet could tran.gre•• to the west. The 

area is basalt covered and the graVity cannot distinguish 

between these po.sibilities. In E the inflection 01' the 

upper sheet represents the scoop base 01' a sheet radiatinl 

north and west froll. SlO (Section 6,0). 

The structure in F te G i. crucial to several sections. 

The need 01' the sheet in Permian rocks is clearly .hown in 
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fig. 5, p. ~3. Drilling and seismic work shows that it is, 

not in Tria.sic rock.. 87 is also fixed in form. 

Blocks H and I are •• in 8ections 700, 72, with a feeder 

827 suggested on the east margin of the Coal River structure. 

Some plug-like intrusions are present at the surface. The 

single sheet emphasized in previous .ections is demonstrable 

by the large areas of 0 mg~l anomalies in the Tria~sic 

roek.. The .heet tongues of 826 are discordant and rise 

through the hills in thiS region giving an irregular outcrop 

pattern. 

Segtion 6'59: 

The anomalies in Al and A2 indicate a sheet ot about 

1+,0 metres thickness which is known to occur in Cascade.

Group roek.. Faulting in these blocks i. the southern 

extension of the Middle Derwent trough. There is evidence for 

an inclUded bloek east of fl in A3 where the dolerite is much 

thinner. The enclosing faults subsequently occupied by 

dolerite and plug 56' are difficult to represent in section. 

On the southwe.t .ide of A3 (see map) is a small wedge of , 

Tria.sie rock•• It is left due to dilation etrect, being 

overlooked by intru.ion even though surrounded by concomit

ant fracturing. The dolerite pa.se. under and round A3.if only 

as a thinner, more irregular body. 

The Faulkner block (B) ,i., e••entially devoid ot dolerite. 

A thin body «200m) may occur. The assumptions of Section 

3.~.3 are to be noted, as this il doubtful and pos.ibly 

within the interpretive errors. Small dolerite bodies have 
~ 

been located on the north face ot Mt. Faulkner suggesting 
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on all sidQs. 

Block F is characterized by a very large anomaly (-1"9 

mgal) which has a sharp eastern margin. The broad swell ot 

anomaly west .or t3 can be accounted tor by SlO, which could 

imply a consistent forked-sheet structure. The dolerite which 

outcrops in F has an intrusive, but subsequently faulted 

eastern margin (t3), and a moderately dipping western bOUnd

ary. The termination ot this body shows that the roof is 

present and that it is hinged southward. The anomaly is not 
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SUUon 625: 

The anomaly at AO, wil1eh is related to the uplitted 

1'aultblock ot Lower Permian roeks (dilation 300-1+OOm), is 

clearly due to a teeder. Any sheet producing such an amount 

ot dilation could not provide more than about +2 to +3 mgals. 

The structure is ditticult to indicate in section. The doler

ite appears .to rise southward onto Mikes Hill, and be termin

atedby, or be a very thin dyke in, tl which extends north

west into the Derwent valley (Alwar, 1960). ~his 1'ault. was 

probablypre-intrua1on. The Lachlan intrusion is al.o bounded 

by it although thi. is by no mean. clear in the section. In 

Al there is III unusual effect ot a sheet trom the •.outh arch

ing OTer. The effect is merely a contraction ot that structu,re . 

in Al-A2, Section 600. Dolerite from S13, Sl~ (Sect. 600, 575} 

join near 6200N, 5040E as a closed structure, and in a defin

ite arch (see A2, Sect. 600). The sheet from S13 persist.; tor 

some mile. to A3, and then transgresses steeply eastward upon 

the same trend a. delerite ris1nc trom 86. The eastern part 

of A3 is devoid ot any major intrusion. as indicated by the 

-~ mgal anomaly. 

The Faulkner bloek(B) with capping sheet was described 

on page ~. Cl, C2 and 03 are monoclinal drag block. west ot 

the Cascades Fault (1'2). They are laeking in delerite and per

sist to Mt. Nel.on in the south. There are some plUI intrus

ions present which produce the small closed irregularities in 

the anomaly pattern. 

S8 i. clearly seen as the Cadbury's Point dyke. It is 

the definite termination, or source ot the lower Direction 
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sheet, which 11 observed to plunge westward on outcrop occur

rences. The dyke in this locality is probably aligned along a 

major fault in this part of the valley. The fault is possibly 

of Jurassic age and the east side of the graben structure 

which dominates the valley. The. present line of the river 

appears to occupy the trend of such an implied fault IIld the 

an~alies are consistent with such a structure. 
r' 

D, E,.Fl, F2, Gl, G2 and G3 are aa for Section 65'0. A 

separation of anomaly sources is clearly seen in Fl-2. The 

peak of the anomaly lies close. to f3, whereas the known dip

ping body is well aW&7 and complete17 exposed. The need for 

more mass near f3 is apparent and the sheets, as drawn lead

ing to SlO, cannot produce the +5' mgals which is the base 

value in the whole Lindisfarne block. Much of the broad 
~ 

swell of" internal anoma17 (2 mgals?) must be contributed by 

the feeder system SlO which has a north-south axis. The axis 

of the centres comprising SlO i. the narrow graben extending 

from Grass Tree Hill to Bellerive and offset at Risdon. 

Fault f2A forms the ea.tern boundary of this graben. 

Hl is as described in previous sections. However, H2 and 

I show a sheet rising from the south and which upstep. onto 

Mt. Lord enclosing the Permian block at ita southern end. The 

amount of dilation indicated is more than 200 metres. That it 

.is an intrusion separate from S27, is implied by the fact that 

material from S27 is not faulted to Juxtaposition, since one 

body could not produce the sheet in both Hl, H2 aDd I. 

Section 60Q: 
-

In Al the dolerite capping Mikes Hill rise. from the 
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r' northwest whereas the Lachlan body is rising northward. On 

the north and ••st sides of ~~kes Hill it appe.rs as though 

the upper body has cut throueh the lower. This is the only 

structure comp.tibl. with dil.tion and anom.ly distriUution. 

Th. dilation could be explain.d with • v.rtical body aompris

ine the bulk of the hill but this would not .ccount ror the 

low .nd hieh l.v.l dolerites, nor their dip•. and concordances. 
r-- A2 shows co.l.scene. or two dolerit.s and in this zone or 

arching and oon••qu.ntly thinn.r dolerite expo.ure there is 

• d.cr•••• in anom.ly. AJ .hows the uplirt.d, inn.r zone 

.bov•• sh••t rrom 813(+5 mg.l). Th. dil.tion••nd h.nc. 

she.t thickn.ss. i. about 450 metr.s. A4 i. l.oking in 

intru.ion. (-4 mgal). 

Bl .nd B2 contain • sh.et, low in Permian rock., which 
r 

is tran.gressing northward from the Collinsv.l. structur•• 

In Bi th.re is .n .pparent .xo.s. in dolerite thickne.s, but 

this i. due to the .ngle or the section .nd the twist.d 

northward transgr.s.ion. Th. thickn... or the Collinsv.l. 

body is • minimum or 300 metr.s, •••hown by the dilation 

across the dyke limb on the e••t sid. or Mt. F.ulkn.r (6100N, 

5170E). Howev.r, •• there is known to b. 150-200 m.tres or 

dolerit. pres.nt in the F.ulkner bloak, this thickn••• i. 

incre.sed to about 500 m.tres. Th. g.neral anom.ly v.lu•• 

• re consi.tent with this rigur.. There i •• sm.ller .brupt 

po.itive .nomaly hieh on Mt. Faulkner which m.y represent 

a reeder to the Collinsval. body or the upper Faulkner 

.he.t (828a).• 
Apart from small plugs, C is lacking in intrusions. Any 



"
anomaly of -7 mgal can only be produced by the complete 

thicknass of the Perm1an and Lower Triassic rocks beine 

present. No sheet is possible. There is the suggestion that 

f2 is in part concomitant or pre-intrusion and that the 

Collinsvale body terminated upon it or rose up it. 

D, E, F, 610 and 811 are described in Sections 62,-6,0. 

~ 

Transgression of the sheet from s8 is clearly aeen on the 

face ot Mt. Direction and the dilational effecta of the 

sheets above SlO are most marked. The continuous dyke from 

Grass Tree Hill to Risdon represents the margin of the sheets 

from SlO. The extra mass of the'Craigow body (811: +10 mgal) 

is alao noted. The Inomaly is far too great over the whole 

area to have been produced by inclined sheets alone as that 

~ 

would require an impossible 1,000 metre sheet. A feeder must 

be postulated to explain the anomaly. Fault f3 causes some 

offset of the anomalies to the west and shows that the east

ern dyke boundary dips west. 

FF is sandwiched between 811 and 812. 812 is a localized 

anomaly, the magnitUde of which upon a small dolerite body 

,~ 

in a thick sedimentary sequence, implies a feeder structure. 

The anomaly spread from the two features blankets FF and the 

anomaly of 0 mgal suggests no dolerite between the two bodies. 

ThtB is supported by the sharpness of the Sll anomaly imply

,. 
ing a mass deficient zone. 

East of S12 lies Pittwater with a faulted Triassic 

sandstone platform covered by Tertiary sediments. The precise 

~ 

structure is indeterminate. A study of the anomalies about 
the water-covered areas suggests that the Lower Triassic 

-------,, 
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rocks which outcrop in the area, or more likely the Permian 
" 

rocks below, are intruded by a single l~rg. sheet as at 

Single ,Hill (Section ~2~). 

S!le1;ion 575'1: 

Sl1+, a centre for the Lachl~ body, is indicated by a 

+6 mgal northwest-trending anomaly in Al. The sheet of more 

than ltoo metres thickne!Ss trasngresses east and west. A2 

,~ showl windows of dilationally lower rocks as sheets rrolll 513: 

and 511+ paas over them. Bl and B2 show the thick Collinsvale 

sheet. There is a further complication in B2, where the high

er level sill caps the Mt. Hull ridge and is clearly observed 

at its eastern end. Cl and C2 are as in previous sections. 

Block D covera the main Dervent lowlands which lack 

dolerite sheets or any Sign1ficance at depth. There are som9 
~ 

small plugs and s1l1s near the Cascades Fault margin and 

material intruded along it may have squeezed into this block. 

The course of the old Derwent River and the sediment fill and 

lava capping is indioated west of the present course. Drill

ing has shown that basalts are intercalated with the sediments. 

The thickness of the deposits probably exceeds 100 metres. 

SlO and associated structures are detailed on pages 60, 

97. The graben blQok inferred to lack dolerite further north 

may contain doleritll here. Fl needs comment. Th. inclined 

sheet from SlO crops out as a dyke arm which 1s termlnated on 

f2A. At about the same point the anomaly is increased. In add

ition a dolerite sheet of considerable thickness must persist 

under Fl-2. The 810 !Sheet is observed to rile and flatten into 

the Lower Triassic rockl and cap Craigow. The lower intrusion 
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rises steeply east via the Cambridce dyke. The point anomaly 

at '5600N, '5310E and much of the anomaly increase in Fl-2 i. 

probably due to an extension of Sll and that the second sheet 

derived from it closes round and reconnect. via the dyke limb 

in the east. There is also a pronounced step in the intrusion 

at depth indicated Pr the anomaly upstep at the east-west 

faults which bound the southern edge of Fl-2. Two .heets are 
,~ 

eonclusiuely necessary, as a stUdy of the dilation require

ments will reveal. A vertical dyke and horizontal limb cannot 

produ~e this pattern, nor account for the upper Crai~ow, 

eoneordanoy. 

Comments on FF apply as in Section 600. The structure of 

G i, adequately dismlssed in section '52'5 where exposure perm

its full evaluation. In this section all structure is obscur " 
r' 

ed by Tertiary sediments. Further ea.t toward Pittwater the 

anomalies do indicate a lower sheet (compare Sect. 600) and 

which, by analogy with Single Hill (Sect. '52'5) upsteps about 

the 11ne of splay faUlting from f3, is considered to pa.s 

through the region of S12. 

Seation 2'50; 
In Al and A2 dolerite rises trans~r8ssively from 814. 

The fault between Al and A2 has been indicated as post-intrus

ion. This may not be 10, and in view of the size c:£ the anoll

aly over the Lachlan block, the sheet may be thicker than 

indicated with a change in thickness at this point. The 

structure at'54'50N, '5024E shows some post-intrusion movement 

whereas that at '5330N, '502'5E doe. not. The age. may be purely 
~, 

relative. The roof form of the Lachlan intrusion to the south 

--------------------------------,-- 
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is quite complex ani irregula.r although sholll1nl an .:lverall 

trans&ression southward. ~he larger anomaly over ttds intrus

ion (compare Boyer strueture, 313) may be explained in three 

ways. ~he feeder could De larger and more trumpet-shaped, the 

sheet could" be thicker although dilation estimates do not 

support this; or a further dolerite intrusion could be present 

deeper in the section. The first is the most likelT. 
" The feeder Sl~, a transgressiva limb and small fault 

(fl), probably pre-intrus10n, meet in this section. A struct

ure or the form suggested is necessary to preserve the " 

approximate dilationary balance between intl~s1ons from east 

and west. Blocks A3 and A4- which contain thick sllccessions 

must also contain a large sheet to balance anomaly require- " 

ments. StUdy of the window. to the north shows that it rises. 
" 

steeply around A3. Feeder Sl, 18 indieated by the marked 

increase in	 anomaly, which oceurs over the small dolerite 

tongue exposed at 5600N, '095'E. Metamorphism is mora intense 

than usual here. These blocks also contain a higher level 

dolerite south or the section, at Col11ns Cap. 

Block B) shows the structure proposed for the Collinsvale 

intrusion. It is not dissimilar to that of Sutherland (1964-) 

which was based partly on petrologieal evidence. The anomal

ies suggest a sheet ,00-,50 metres thick. The Mt. Hull rise 

is exceptional and staads as a dyke projecting rrom the sheet 

roof. A small source is inferred beneath this ~on. on the 

small increa.e in anomaly (316). Dolerite trans&resses west

ward and rises to meet material from Sl'. This relationship 
~ 

and the necessity ot tw separa"loe bodies meetinl is seen from 
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ar~ ,25), and also from structure dips. The occurrence of' 

Lower Triassio rocks at ~50N, 5130E is a result of the 

transgression of the sheet being steeper than the topograpb~ 

at this point. (Compare Bl, Seot. '7~). There is also the 

possibility of a anall fault, the only demonstrable Olltcrop 

of which is at 5100N, 5140E. To the ealt the Collinsvale 

f"' sheet rises steeply and the blockl C are devoid of any major 

dolerite. Similarly D contains only a Ihe.t ba.e (also Sect

ions 575, 600), and f2 here ha. a throw ot 800(?) metres. Th. 

anomaly pattern in D shows that the Iheet base il repeated 

by faulting, although some arching and crOl8 transgrelsion 

is indicated from both east and. west. 

The struoture beneath the river cannot be Olltlined, but 
~ 

it is likely that it is comparable to the structure of the 

Ooal River valley at Richmond. Avai19ble drilling intormation 

supports this conclusion. The circular anomaly (+7 mgal) at 

Lindisfarne on f2AA is a finger(?) trom the 610 feeder system. 

The dolerite bodies around thil area show dips radial to SlO. 

Dolerite outcrops in E as a coarse grained, irrecularly 

roofed sheet; probably the sheet derived from SlO. While 

faults f2AA and f2A ean be shown further north to be Juras8ic 

in age, at this point post-dolerite movements are indicated. 

It is not clear whether this graben block eontaiDi dolerita 

north or Kanga~oo Rivulet. The thickness of this body is 

estimated from the anomaly requirements of this block further 

south, and away from the effects or SlO and Sll. Weighing 

all considerations and remembering the position and termin
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ation of the Flagstaff ilill intrusion, which has been deduced 

to be related to SlO also, only one conclusion is possible, 

It appears likely that the sheet in E passes southward, but 

is terminated at about the line of the valley of Kangaroo 

Rivulet by a cross fault, wHh the same alignment as the 

Flagst~ff intrusion. Thus the entire SlO structure is a large 

ovate funnel with a she9t centred on it. Its southern end has 
,<""' been broken by reactivation of the graben faulting, thereby 

depressing the associated sheet which had risen into Triassic 

rocks at this point. The inconsistency of throws on the 

graben faults in this region, allied to the known presenoe of 

sheets, 1s compatible with the presence of crOBS faulting and 

(or) up stepping of the sheet as enVisaged. 

ThrouihGut Fl, F2 and F3 a thick body of dolerit.e 
<""' 

intrudes· the Permian rocks. It i& either an east~west dyke 

limb upsteppin& to the north from 811 or il change in thickness 

structure. It is probably a combination of the two. The dyke 

limb ia indicated by the arc of hi&her anoma17 around blocks 

Fl to F3 from the Flagstaff intrusion which it Uf~erliea 

structurally but overrides gravitationally. 

In F4 there i$ no eVidence for dolerite in tbi Permian 

rocks, but a body do.s intrude Triassic rooks. Much metamorph~ 

ism is present. The patch of Triassic sandstone atop Mt. 

Rumney is considered to be on the roof of this sheet. It is 

difficult to specify all forms of the movement OIl the faults 

in Fl to F4. Many of the faults appear to be rejuvenated 

eoncemitant or pre-1ntrusion structures. 1"4 in this section 

also shows the special mass requirements for the Ruuuley ride. 
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as were necessary for Craigow (Sects. 600-650). The residual 

anomaly produced by a 500 metre sheet at the base of the 

Triassic system would be about +1.5 mgal. Both sides of the 

intrusion are discordant, and comparismns with Sections 500

525 show that the sheet alone cannot produce the boundary 

phenomena or the +~ to +5 mgal anomalies. A partly concealed 

(?) dyke mass (S17), is added to compensate and provide the 

extra masl. As there can be no dolerite in depth in FF, S17 

is indicated as a vertical intrusion with a plug-dyke char

acter. 

The structure in ~ is implied from Section 525, as 

there is total concealment in this section. 

Segtion 525: 

Al is dllationally lower than Al and A2 of Section 550 by 

at least" 300 metres. It is comparable with A2 this section, 

however. As the anomaly on A1 suggests absence of any major 

bodies, while that on A2 shows one cap dolerite (clearly seen), 

and one body (from S15) at depth, the sheets from sources 

Sl~ !4nd s15 must rise and meet in fl. Consistent with 

comments in Section 550, !l must also have a pre-intrusion 

throw of about 250-300 metres. The mass, dip and dilation 

requirements can be explained in no other way. The sheet from 

S15 is transgressive to east, south and west. 

Bl consists of a dolerite cap from S16 (Collinsvale). 

The anomaly distributiohiover the whole Mt. Wellington block 

shows only one body can be present and that it is on the top. 

Dolerite from S16 and S15 meet in the Collins Bonnet ridge. 

The sheet-dyke separation is clearly seen south of the section. 
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~, B2 is similar to Bl, but contains a plug intrusion which is 

aligned with S18, as the anomaly trend clearly shows. 

Cl and C2 are monoelinal or warp blocks intruded by a 

thin irregular sheet trom S18. The intrusions are more 

discordant than concordant. MaIl7 of the faults contain 

dolerite dykes. The faults are thus dated, in part at least, 

although some have been rejuvenated. The anomalies suggest 
,..... 

the presence of S18 as a partly injected plug. There are 

probably many small oftshoots, e.g. 5060N, 521~E and also 

that drilled at depth in South Hobart (Johnson, 1888). 

Dl and D2 are difficult to interpret. North of the 

section they are clearly devoid of dolerite at depth, where

as south of it there is an implied sheet. It is possible 

that a deep carry-over effect from the Nelson mass is 
,..... 

complicatinc the anomaly pattern. The problem of whether 

there is a deeper sheet, or whether the feeder anomaly 

carries over cannot be solved at present. The need to term

inate abruptly any such lower body of sheet form makes that 

possibility ~1kely. The dolerite of Knocklofty appears 

more than a simple sheet base although its form can be 

explained by a sheet risinc trom the southwest and, as 

indicated, this wouJ.d proVide the discordant east margin. 

E is as described in Section 550 except that here the 

anomalies are SUfficiently separated to be sure that the 

sheet is present. The intrusions in Fl, F2' and F3 are as in 

Section ,,0, but in F3 the separation of the two bodies 

clearly shows the need for a major accessory plug system. 
The small patch of Triassic rocks forms a window to the 

---,------
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,-, sheet rising steeply from the west. FF is as for previoul 

sections. 

The structure of Single Hill has been referred to 

earlier. The outcrop and gravity pattern shoV' it to be ,an 

elbow in a sheet risin& from the east. Some of the aSlociated 

faulting appear.1 concomitant. On the coalt a sill in Cascades 

Group rocks is dilrupted by later faulting. The defioiency of 
,~ 

malll to the welt confirms the field observations. 

Sectism 5'00: 

Al and 1\.2 are al for Section 5'25'. The fault (tl) ,is 

again implied marginal to the intrusion. Itl throV' cannot be 

determined precisely due to lack of outcrop of any sp.cific 

horizons. The anomalies in the region illll:ll.ediate17 south of 

the leotion imply a further massiTe intrusion concealed bY' 
" the capping do1erite. In A3 the Oollins Bonnet dyke il seen 

at a much lower level. It il likelY' that the sheet from Sl5', 

indicated in Permian rocks, is not as thick in this part of the 

region. Examination of the anomalies in the Grove-Mountain 

River region suggests, that a sheet is present with marked 

thickness variationl. Dolerite occurs below this region, 

as indicated bY' numerous small plugl and other irregular 

intrusioDB. As descrived in Section 425', a thin Iheet risel 

to the southwest from this region. It is possible that the 

faUlting is simply in the roof, above the intrusion, and 

thereby reflects variable sheet thicknelsel. 

All the anomalies south of this zeetion in the region 

of Mountain River appear more negative than might be expected. 
" Thil cannot be directlY' aeeounted for (see page 103). The 
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anomalies in A3 show that no major ~heet can be present to 

the west.- The range of dolerite hills form no part of a dyke 

complex here. The anomalies over the Mt. Wellington-Mountain 

River bl'Ocks are about two or three mgal. more negative than 

can be accounted for with the known rock.. While this pre

cludes the possibility of deeper intrusions little else may 

be stated. In B, the Mt. Wellington block,the maximum anom

aly that can be obtained with the observed geology i. -4.5 

to -5.5 mgal•• The deficient area i. too large and the topo

graphy too varied fer this to be the result of short radius 

terrain correction•• 

Cl and 02 are the severely faulted monoclinal blocks of 

South Hobart. The anomaly indicates a general lack of doler

ite although plug feeder. such as; S18 are present. Block. 

Dl and D2 expose dolerite but its exact relationship to the 

Nelson intru.ion i. unclear due to faulting and discordancy, 

although it may represent an offshoot sill with a di.cordant 

northwe.t arm. The thickness of Tertiary sediments in D2 

exceed. 200 metre •• No other detail. are known and no 

further interpretation is possible until the thickne.s of 

such sediments i. known. The thicker the overlying cover, 

the thicker the dolerite body required beneath it. 

Fl, F2, F3 and FF are a. for-Section 525. A large p~pe 

in F3 is implied ~y the anomaly of +6 mgal.. The sheet in 

Fl, F2. cannot provide this anomaly, although it i. trans

gressing eastward at an angle of about 300 in this region. 

Section 475; 
Al, A2, A3, B and fl are as described in Section 500 
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with the spec1!'ic exceptions that a pipe is present in fl and 

that the western transgression from the lower intrusion in 

A2 and A3 is prob~bly to the west of the included Triassic 

bleak at Crabtree (4750N, 5055Eh The anomaly over this block 

is too high for it to be deficient in do~erite although a 

feeder zone is nearby (819). 

The limitations on the reconstruction in A2 and Bare 

as for Section 500. although south of the core of the Mt. 

Wellington block it. does become possible to explain the 

anomaly with known materials. 

Blocks C comprise the faulted South Hobart monocline, 

which is intruded b1 an irregular transgressive she.t with 

many dis.ordant basal upstep edges. The anomaly distribution 

shows that little intrusive material is pre.ent in these 
.'. 

blocks away from the Nelson feeder zone in D. All outcrops 

in D show that sill initiation has taken place in the 

Cascades Group. 

Bloeks F2, F3, FF and Gc are a. for Sections 500, 525. 

In Fl the increasing anomaly toward the river, outcrop dis

tribution of Permian rocks and the transgressive character 

of thedolerite thereby implied suggests a source equivalent 

to Sll(?)(Sect. 525). The eastern coastline of the South 

Arm peninsula (G) is intruded by a aill in Cascades Group 

rocks. 

Section 42QI 

The Permian rocks in Al contain a thick sheet emanating 

from centres S20a and b. It transgresses east and north but 

only in the narrow dyke to the east is the transgression 
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observed, as dolerite from S19 conoeals it to the north. The 

relationship of intrusions from east and west in A2 is clear

ly seen further south (Section 42,). A2 and A3 appear to 

contain dolerite in a patchy(?). intrusion which also trans

gresses east into or through(?} or under(?) a steep pipe 

intrusion which is partly dyke-like to the northeast. This 

is shown by the dyke in the North West Bay River at Wellington 

FalLS and Mt. Montague. 

In B2 dolerite rises as a transgressive wall (hence the 

apparent thickness), from the' Nierrina intrusion to the south. 

This body is about ,00 metres thick based on the general +4 

mgal anomaly over the large region where the sheet is con

cordant in Cascades Group rocks. 

a and. D are as in Section 47,. A series ot fault blocks" 
'"' 

tangential to the Nelson intrusion torm the western side ot 

the Derwent trough and cemprise DD. Tertiary sediments till 

the basin so produced. 

F3, FF and G: are as in Sections 47', ,00. The diminish

ing positive anomaly in F3 for which a plug-dyke feeder 

system is proposed along strike Ducgests a size reduction or 
~ 

gr&ater depth. No surface dolerite teatures can be correlated. 

Section 42~h 

AI is composed basically ot a feeder-sheet system tor 

which few details can be adduced due to the magnitUde and 

breadth of the anomaly. It does appear to be a two part 

system which upsteps gently to the east and steeply to the 

west alGng the line of pre-intrusion structures. The upstep 

at the west end of the section is in fact a complex wedge

--------- -- ---' 
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,~ shaped intrusion which has lifted a large trian~lar piece 

of roof from the sheet arm to the west (Mather, 195'5'). 

At A2 the major sheet from 820a and b rises steeply east 

and south. In the narrow dyke trending northwest from Grove 

there is sufficient exposure to show that two bodies are in 

fact involved. The small wedges 0f sedimentary rock ~t 415'ON, 

5'085'E are below both. The eastern intrusion, which in prev
~ ious sections (45'0-5'00) has been regarded as patchy and 

variable in thickness, is about 100-15'0 metres thick. Expos

ures further east are consistent with this conclusion and 

such a value of. thickness is also compatible with the gsneral 

spread of anomaly values in the Grove-Mountain River block. 

The Triassie sedimentary block at Lon&ley (Bl) must be 

devoid of dolerite as indicated by the low anomalies of -4 
~ 

to -6 mgal. A dilationary step can be seen at the NNE trend

ing fault-boundary structure at Longley (4200N, 5'160E). B2 

contains the thick Nierrina sheet. Only the top of this body 

with various roof pendants is visible. It i8 seen to rise 

gently northward over the whole area with an anomaly of +4 

mgal. The implied thickness, accepting this anomaly value, 
~ 

is 5'5'0-600 metres which seems very thick. The dilation 

indicated at Longley is 400-500 metres, and this figure may 

represent either the true thickness of the sheet and a 100 

metre pre-intrusion fault at Longley, or overall residual 

value elevation. 

West of f 2, which is the Tertiary component of the 

Cascades Fault zone movement offset around the Nelson block, 

the Nierrina sheet is faulted and generally concealed. f2 
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also shows itselt to have been a basic fault at the time ot 

intrusion since no major sheet intrusion can be ascribed to 

the Triassic capped block east ot it. There is some contusion 

here in interpretation since the Nelson anomaly trend 

appears to continue into the Kingston-Blackmans Bay region 

and cause a slight elevation in values. 

t2A is the line of the Jurassic movement ot the Cascades 

Fault. The shape ot the intrusions in its vicinity show its 

importance. In addition it shows more than one age ot move

ment. Small dykes 0:1' younger dolerite are intruded into,the 

tault zone at 43ltoN t ,2"E and contact phenomena with the 

major body are visible. Some basalt necks 0:1' Tertiary age 

also occur adjacent to this structure. 

D contaim the squared transgressive southern end of the 

Nelsom block rising to the sout h. 

Fl and F3 are as in Sections 4,Ot 47,. In F4 the Rumney 

dyke-plug system indicated in other sections is otrset about 

two km to the east. Although little dolerite is obvious here t 

comparison with the reatures 0:1' the Rumney dyke and the rel

ative sharpness 0:1' the anomaly generally would indicate that 

this is a dolerite structure and not a pre-Permian basement 

influence. It is possibly a small reeding dyke t or just the 

plug in F3 ottset. The nature ot any connection ot the plug

dyke sys~em and the sheet is totally unknown. The sheet 

passing beneath this area is shown to rise to the east in 

F'. The structure in F6 cannot be detailed as there are too 

many unknowns t the most critical or which is the thickness 

of less dense sedimentary cover. G is .s in Section 4,0. 
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Segtion 400: 

Block Al is as described in Section 42; exeept that a 

fault (fl) west of Mountain River ilcrossed. The anomaly 

associated with this fault implies a thickness variation in 

the sill rather than just a change in depth on the east side. 

This sheet transgresses east and south and its base is 

repeated at the deep gully in A2 (40;ON, ;105'E). ~he structure 

in A3,reflects dolerite rising from the Nierrina intrusion 

to the southeast and does not represent dolerite from either 

east. or west. The Triallsie rocks on the surface are clearly 

a roof as examination of the neighbouring areas shows. 

B1, B2, f2, Cl and C2 are a. in Section 42;. Block D is 

probably not dissimilar to the wwstern margin of the Mt. 

Nelson intrusion. Along the coast south of Kinglton part of 

a dyke, which h&ll the lame trend as f2A, is visible. Compar

ison with Sections 37;, 3;0 suggest that this is merely the 

west ~ll of a transgressive upstep from the east. 

Blocks Fl to F; and G are essentially as for Section 

42; exeept that the anomalies present can be adequately 

accounted for by the simple sheet in mid-Permian rocks. 

Little evidence of the plug trends of previous sections 

persists. It is not possible to correlate structures in F; 

or G due to the deep Tertiary basin at Clitton, which is 

believed to be a filled fault wedge at least.2Q0-30o metre. 

deep (anomaly mu, -12 mgall). 

Segtion 372: 

Blocks Al and A2 are basically as in Section 400 except 

that the structures of Al, A2, A3 and Bl of that section 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~--
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are compressed here. The nature of the contacts on the 

Herring Back are indicated and the small patches of Upper and 

Lower Triassic rocks are either small roof capping remnants 

or windows to one or other of the intrusions. Doillerite 

rises into the Herring Back from the southeast, south and 

west; any northern contribution being negligible. Between 

Al and A2 the situation is more complex. The gravity field 

indicates the necessity of a second dyke and subsidiary 

feeder system northwest of the main transgressive boundary 

(3800N, ,060E) but cannot resolve the structure completely. 

Mather (19,,) suggested a structure not unlike that proposed, 

and which is based on the occurrence of a trapped wedge 

block being of such stratigraphic elevation as to indicate 

dilation. This is consistent with the boundary phenomena and 

the requirements of the sheet from S20 to north and south, A 

detailed petrologia study would be necessary to sort out the 

entire story at this point since all the bodies merge to one 

great mass of dolerite over much of the ridge and it is only 

where included blocks are present that any separation can be 

made. Gravity anomalies are generally 0 to -4 mgal and indic

ate the amount of capping dolerite. The anomaly range would 

be -1 to +3 mgal if a deeper sheet was present. 

Blocks Bl and B2 are dominated b.1 the massive Nierrina 

body Which is essentially a large dyke with uplifted roof 

over the central feeding zone (S21 - esp. in Red Hill region). 

Fault f2 appears to have little Tertiary movement in this 

section, although further south such movement 1s indicated 

at the dyke boundary (Sect. 300). Further north the younger 
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movements are offset into many small fault blocks. Most of 

the surface displacement of 500+ metres is thus dilational 

since the gravity field on C2 indicates little or no dolerite~ 

Indeed, with a slightly thinner Permian succession the 

anomalies would be totally accounted for. The illusion of a 

very thick Nierrina sheet can also be reduced slightly in 

this way. 

D, Fl, F3, F~, F5, F6 and G are as in previous sections, 

although a junction between the eastern and western sheets: 

of' South Arm exists at F5 where a number of' discordant ' 

boundaries occur. It is not possible to determine whether 

this is a true merger or whether one body cuts another. 

Section 3201: 

Block AA cannot be described totally due to lack of 

graVity coverage. The hilltops southwest of Huonville are 

capped with a sill. It is not clear whether the dyke to the 

river is connected as the one body, or whether it has been 

cut through by a later intrusive sheet. The anomalies of 

one to two mgal at Huonville and north in AA suggest that the 

dolerite from 82Qa rises southward in this dyke. This is 

clearly indicated in Al east of the Huon River. The structure 

suggested for A2 is only one of two possible. There must 

be a dolerite rising south from 820a and a dolerite rising 

north from the region of Grey Mountain (out of area - see 

Leaman and Naqvi, 1967). This second structure is shown by 

the upstep in 8andfly Rivulet and the gravity anomalies over 

the Pelverata-Kaoota block (A2). Where the two bodies merge, 

the section would imply Upper Triassic rocks at shallow depth. 
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.... In fact, the outcropping rocks adjacent to this section are 

Lower Triassic. It is likely that a concealed dilation of the 

type suggested in Section 37, would provide the solution. 

Faulting is an unsupported possibility. 

Dolerites from the Nierrina and Grey Mountain sources 

merge in A3. Contact phenomena and petrographic variations 

are pres~nt. Block B with S21 and C2 are as in previous 
,~ 

sections but with f2 showing little displacement other than 

can be accounted for by dilationary effects. 

The structure of D is clearly shown in coastal exposures 

to be a sheet transgressing steeply westward by a narrow dyke 

limb to cap the hills of Pier sons Peninsula. A dilation of 

about 3,0 metres is indicated across this dyke and the 

anomaly of more than -3 mgal on the Triassic rocks of North :' , 
,.-. 

West Bay'precludes much dolerite continuing under the penin

sula. As mentioned in Section 37, a slight thinning of the 

Permian succession would account completely for the anomaly 

and no dolerite would be necessary. The structure of Piersons 

Peninsula is shown in fig. 6, p. 73. Fl and F2 are as for 

previous sections. The Tertiary trough is fairly symmetrical 

(graben?) and of unknown depth, but probably more than 200 

metres assuming a structure as indicated in the section. 

Section 325': 

The Red Hill dyke with obvious roof uplift is shown in 

B. There is no evidence that the dyke extends in depth 

beyond the base of the sheet produced by S21 (see also 

McDougall and Stott, 1961). Cl and C2 are as in Section 3,0 
~. 

although there is a clear requirement for some faUlting of 
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(or warping) of rocks in North West Bay. At Piersons Point 

the coastal sheet is faulted down to the east but the north~ 

west transgression is seen around Mt. Louis. 

Betsey Island (H) has an unknown structure. The presence 

of Triassic rooks on the island and Permian rocks on the 

reefs between it and the mainland suggest some form of 

dilation or east~west faulting in the channels between the 

island and the mainland. 

Section 300: 

As for Section 32,. Clear Tertiary or post-dolerite 

movements are observed on the dyke wall at B although the 

stratigraphic and dilational requirements suggest that the 

throw must be small. 

Structural Summary: 

Some general comments may be made of the structure, as 

it exists, without much regard to the emplacement of the 

intrusions which is fully discussed in Section " p. 90. 

The Derwent, Mt. Faulkner and Mt. Wellington blooks 

contain no dolerite sheets below the level of 200-300 metres 

above the Permo-Triassio boundary. Dolerite feeders are 

fairly regularly spread over the distriot. 

The effects of Tertiary, or oertainly post-dolerite 

faulting, have been basic to the structural oonfusion ex~ 

perienoed by earlier workers and may be fully appreciated, 

particularly when the results show many localities in whioh 

different dolerite bodies oan be plaoed adjaoent to one 

another. Tertiary faUlting is most pronounoed east of f2 
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(Dromedary-Cascades Fault). f2 extended as the North West 

Bay Fault shows surprisingly little Tertiary movement over 

much of its length. These three faults were key structures 

at the time of the intrusion as many intrusions terminate 

or upstep near them. Whether they then formed one fault 

system is not clear. It is likely that Tertiary reaetivation 

and bloek eross-breaking, as near Dromedary and Mt. Nelson, 

eombined to produce one erush zone. The monoe1ina1 or warp 

b10eks about the Mt. ivellington block are probably related 

to this reaetivation. 

The Bagdad Fault (f3) and its southern extension has a 

similar history although the later movements show a hinging 

southward. Tertiary faulting dominates the present strueture 

of the Derwent lowlands, the Coal River lowlands, the Brighton

Tea Tree" region and South Arm. The southern part of the 

Middle Derwent faulting is observed near New Norfolk but 

mueh of the movement is terminated on one or two eross faults. 

Few features between New Norfolk, Huonvi11e and Mt. Wellington 

are of this age (see also fig. 2, p. 16). 

Some struetura1 eone1usions made by previous work~rs 

may also be discussed here. The strueture proposed for South 

Arm by Green (1961) has been proven basiea11y correet. The 

'cone' strueture proposed for the Co11insva1e region by 

Sutherland (196~) has also been verified. There is a problem 

providing a feeder for this strueture, and the only eone1us

ion is that several small sources are involved, e.g. S28a, b. 

The two sheet struwture of Mt. Dromedary (MeDouga11, 1959b) 

and the dyke-sheet structure of Red Hill (McDouga11 and 
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,~ stott, 1961; McDougall, 1962) have been verified. The present 

results on Red Hill are minimum estimates because a uniform 

deBsity value hasb.en used whereas McDougal1 and Stott allow

ed different values across the dyke but did not terrain 

correct their observations. They also had a problem account

ing for the amount ot granophyre present, but their survey 

did not extend far enough north to locate the Nierrina 
~ 

feeder. The concept of a massive feeder system of upturned 

"V" shape tor the Craigow-Rumney dyke (Hastie, 1960) is 

partly supported geophysically, but modified to the extent 

ot demonstrating that more than one body is present. 

The structure proposed for Gunnings Sugarloaf differs 

considerably from the wide dyke of Edwards (1942). The narrow 

dyke feeder to the west of the Sugarloaf would provide a 
r 

"bottomless" body in part, at least. This body needs re

examination regarding the differentiation process. 

The association of a major feeder with the Nelson sill 

would also affect the acid content of the material and 

comparisons of the Nelson and Wellington sills may not be 

valid (see Edwards, 1942). 

'"'
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4. PHYSICAL AND STRUCTURAL ASPECTS OF POLERITE INTRUSIONS 

4.1 Thermal characteristics 

Petrological eVidence suggests that the magma intruded 

close to its l1quidus temperature of about 11000 0 (Edwards" 

1942; McDougall, 1962). Jaeger (1958) has shown, under 

reasonable assumptions, that a sheet of the scale common to 

this area will solidify in about 1,000 years from this temp

erature. The rate of temperature tall is very rapid late in 

the crystallization process but probably only changes by 20

50 0 while the dominant minerals· are crystallizing. The time 

to cool to less than 1000 is considered by Jaeger to be 104_ 

105 years. He also showed that a second intrusion into a 

solidified but incompletely cooled sheet is unlikely to form 

a chilled margin if the first has not cooled below 300°C. 

This would be expected to take of the order of 104 years. In 

addition, Jaeger (1961) has shown that if there is a dyke

sheet junction then the time of cooling is increased at the 

junction and is greater than the cooling time in either 

dyke or sheet. 

A further aspect concerns the heating capacity of the 

feeding pipes. Such features had a direct connection to the 

heat source and also passed a large volume of material 

through a small cross-section. The effect of this is to 

increase the wall temperatures, reduce the efficiency of 

heat transfer by decreasing the temperature gradient and 
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thereby increase the time ot cooling of the material in the 

pipe. No realistic estimates on the time ot cooling involved 

&fe possible due to the variety of assumptions necessary. 

~.2 4ntrusiQn margins 

Intrusion margins are invariably crisp, sharp teatures. 

While they may, on occasion, have a blocky irrelUlar charac

.- ter there is no evidence ot assimilation. The intrusions 

have produced slight thermal metamorphia. of the sedimentary 

roeka with marlinal chilling ot the dolerite itselt. The 

chilled. marlin is rarely aore than a' tew teet thiek near the 

roots ot a1lla, or walls ot dykes. Near the base of large 

sub-concordant bodies the grain size can grade imperceptibly 

over larle distances and fine-grained material persista 
~ 

through many tens ot teet. Contact phenomena in the intruded 

rocks are variable, aDd marked thermal etfeeta can only be 

seen within a very few teet of the intrusion margin. This 

applies partiCUlarly to the siliceous tormations (e.l. Fern

tree Group, Lower Triaasic sequence). Those tormations which 

have a high calcareous content (e.g. Bundella Mudstone, 

Cascades Group) show thermal metamorphic effecta over a 

greater area, .but even then it is rarely more than 20-30 

teet(6-l0m). The above comments apply to obvious changes. 

Hamilton (196,) has suglested that the whole intruded sequence 

in Antarctica has undergone changes ot some sort, often 

very minor, as a reault ot the intrusions within it. Whether 

this is in tact so in Tasm.ania cannot be judged as yet 

since insufficient study of the textures of the intruded 

_.... _-
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r· roaks has been made. The carbonisation of spores would 

suggest that thermal changes have occurred. The narrowness 

of the obvious effect indicates a low heat eapacity (1" that 

few hydrous phases were possessed by the magma. 

Metamorphic effects are more extreme where the material 

is over the roof of a major body, e.g. Collinsvale, or a 

feeder. Metamorphism is especially severe in the case of 
r 

included blocks. 

Dolerite at intrusion margins is always finely joiI~ed 

and it is not uncommon for two sets of joints to be formed 

perpendicular to the contact surface. Columns of four, five 

or six sides are often produced and these may extend well 

into the intrusive body becoming larger and more continuous 

away from the margin (e.g. Mt. Wellington -'organ pipes'). 
" 

The attitude of such columns gives a reliable indieation of 

the dip of the body. 

Internal boundaries between dolerite bodies are more 

diffiault to &ssess. Where a definite chilled dyke of younger 

dolerite can be observed such boundaries are quite sharp. 

They are rarely found by surface mapping and cuttings and 

quarries are the usual sources of information. The difficult

ies are compounded when trying to locate boundaries between 

large dolerite intrusions suspected of being a little 

different in age. Firs·t;ly, unless the time is long, no 

chilled margin will develop (p. 77) and there may only be 

subtle changes in grain size. Secondly, as any dolerite 

boundary is very susceptible to weathering and erosion, such 
~ 

junctions may be difficult to determine directly in the 
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r,.	 field. These problems have been noted elaewhere (Blignaut, 

19,2), but better outcrop and leaa vegetation helps consid

erably in South Africa and Antarctica (e.g. Hamilton and 

Hayes, 1963, pp. 9-10). 

There is also an incomplete understandinc, at the present 

time, of the pattern of petrological and grain size variations 

in dykes or dyke 11mbs of inclined sheets. Any changes that 
r-

may appear out of sequence could be misinterpreted when it 

is realised that most information comea from road or creek 

sections which may not give a three-dimensionally consistent 

picture due to a relative paucity of·traversing. Cross 

country traverse information is often patchy and unreliable 

due to rock	 drift and soil creep effects. Some changes may 

even reflect	 injection by'pulses to produce the dykes and 
,'"' 

sills. A' complete systematie petrological study is long 

overdue. 

Variations that are compatible with the sections and 

structure suggested in Section 3.~.~ have been found on 

some structures. SOMe other. can only be implied, as deep 

weathering occurs at the points where contacts were expected• 
.~ 

~.3 Density	 and yisgos!tx 

The density of solid dolerite is well known (p. 26). 

The liquid density is not so well known but Dane (19~, p. 36) 

has given results of 2.60-2.6~ gm/cc at 12000 0. This value 

would be altered by volatile content and consequent changes 

in compressibility. In near surface conditions this effect 

is considered negligible (Birch, 19~2), although its effect 

~~~-
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;- at depth is unknown. Hamilton (1965) concurs with the above 

stated density range. 

Viscosity determinations suffer from similar deficienc

ies. Dolerite at 14o00c has a viscosity of 15-400 poises, 

whereas Hawaiian olivine basalt has a viscosity of 127 

poises at that temperature, and ~ x 10~ poises. at 11500C. 

Figures after Ramberg (1967, p. 127). Consideration of these 
?' 

results would suggest that a viscosity of 105 poises would 

be a realistic figure for dolerite at 11000C, as at the 

time of intrusion. 

~.~ InclUded blocks and their &mplication 

"Inelusions" of sedimentary blocks are eommonly noted 

in dolerite intrusions. In most cases such blocks are small, 

perhaps lOO-200 cubic feat or less, and are normally found 

within inches, or in the case of large intrusions about 20 

feet(6m), of the upper junction or roof of the body. A large 

inclusion more th.u 100 feet by 20 feet (30x6m) in section 

can be seen within about 20 feet of a sill roof in a road 

cutting at Sorell River (6310N, 5091E). 

An examination of the geological map (Map 1), and 

sections (fig. ~), will show that quite large bodies, 

apparently "inclusions", occur centrally disposed within 

dolerite masses. Examples may be seen in the Brighton-Tea 

Tree Hills and at Mt. Direction. The apparent enigma of such 

blocks either at the margin or hundreds of feet from it 

prompted consideration of the forces acting on an included 

block in a large body of fluid. 
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Any slab ot sedimentary rock of the type intruded is 

leas dense than the surrounding magma. Hence, as soon as it 

is broken away trom the base ot the body, and fluid surrounds 

it, buoyant torces become active and l1tt it upward. 

It h is the distance from the root of the intrusion, A o 
is the area ot the block and hence the cross section ot the 

fluid to be displaced, '1 is the viscosity ot fluid and Fb is 

the buoyant torce then the time taken tor the block to rise 

to a height h trom the root is given by 

t = A 'L ho ( 1 _ _ _1) , Fb = t ",,/;z.,f..,o,..p block volume) 

Fb h ho = g v ( 'P, - f) 

f,= density ot tlu1d'f..=density ot block, v =volume, r; = 
acceleration due to r;rav1ty. (Scott Bla1r, 19~) 

This equation gives the time tor a very loosely t1tt1ng 

piston to compress a tlu1d and should ideally be used tor 

regUlar bodies with circular section. It assumes a true tlu1d 

at constant temperature and ample room tor tluid escape - a 

required assumption in the circumstances. The etfect ot 

changing temperature is discussed below. 

e.g. It h = 5'00 teet(l5'Om)!, f. -f..=0.2 gm/cc, h = 100o 
teet(30m), volume = 5',000 x 10,000 x 300 cU teet 

(1,5'00 x 3,000 x 90 cu m), t= 108 poises; then 

time = (approx) 2.3 x 10 2 seconds. 

In view ot some ot the assumptions made, the value ot 1
is greater than might be expected in order to give a margin 

tor error. It the Viscosity is 1010 poises near the root, due 

to cooling ettects at the margin, the time tor the ~ody to 

reach 20 teet(6m) is about 2 x 105' seconds. This ~Uld allow 
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- a maximum of about a week for this block to lift close to
 

the roof - a very small fraction of the total crystallization 

time. It is possible that these times are 102_ 103 times a 

true figure, considering the viscosity assumptions.' 

As the block rises through the fluid there is condens

ation effected about it, and crystallization Will take place. 

In effect, the size of the block Will increase With time and 
r-

decrease the density differential. With a large block this 

effect will be negligible. As the block nears the roof, its 

rate of ascent is decreased systematically by the incre.sine 

viscosity resulting from cooling across the narrowing gap. 

While the caculation above assumes static conditions it Will 

still overestimate the time. involved. 

On the basis of buoyancy, no blocks, regardless of size, 
r-

should De found anywhere other than the uppee margins of 

intrusive bodies. ~he time taken is proportional to the area 

compressed and inverse to the volume of the body. Hence the 

more massive the body, the more rapid the approach. A factor 

of two makes a 66% difference in time. 

The.direct conclusion from such observations on 

"inclusions" infers that such blocks in major dolerite masses 

reflect boundaries, or near boundaries With later intrusions. 

The field evidence, when reinterpreted in this light, supports> 

its consistency. In fact, they are probably ~art of the roof 

in which subsequent intrusion has taken place. These situat

ions rarely have the clarity of exposure seen in Antarctica 

or Skye, where definite slivers between sills are visible 

and where there are clear contact features between sills 
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(Hamilton and Hayes, 1963). An example of thi. situation, 

which i8 common to other provinces, is at Mt. Direction. 

po 

Alternatively, this conclusion may be derived from 

consideration of the hydraulics of a multiple system. Two 

fluid sheets, one above the other, in a sedimentary pile form 

an hydraulically unstable system. If both are connected, 

however indirectly by pipes, dykes or other such features. 

the upper body will load the lower, ~nd since sheet intrusion 

in thi. environment is hydrostatic and flotational (p. 122). 

the magma will be transferred from the lower to the upper, 

shortly atter initiation of the second intr~sion, which can 

never be lower than the first. The transfer will not be 

complete due to chilling effects. This result was also 

deduced by Bradley (1965, p. 39). 

This process is best understood by considering two 

neWly formed offshoots from a feeding dyke. After a time, 

the load of the upper intr~ion will become such ~hat the 

system does less work lifting the roof above ,the upper off

shoot than the lower which is lifting extra sediment plus, 

the upper intrusion. Intrusion can continue at the higher 

level since the magma pressure must have been sufficient to 

raise the magma to it in the first instance. An analogy is 

given by Bradley (1965) of slabs of wood 'in water. Such slab. 

will either float as a unit, or only one will float. There 

will not be a series of floating pieces irrespective of where 

a wedge of fluid has penetrated. 

As a corollary it will be observed that major sill 
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initiation can onlT take place at one level for a given 

intrusion and that the presence of more than. one major body 

per column implies multiple intrusion With a separation at 

least equivalent to the crystallization time. 

The presence of minor intrusions in association. with 

major intrusions implies either 

i) trapped fluid in a fracture unable to grow as a result 

of the process outline above, or 

ii}	 intrusion by pulses, where the minor intrusion 

represents one pulse. Under this hypothesis major 

bodies would be built up of many spurts of magma 

separated by only a short time interval. If concprd

ancy of pulses is disrupted an included block could 

be produced. They would however, remain marginal as 

a result of the special condit.ions of this environ

ment. 

ProbablT both processes occur. The larger of the minor 

int~~sions are possibly produced by the latter mechanism 

(e.g. Plo 4, Hamilton, 196,). The validity of the latter 

hypothesis remains to be seen, although several authors now 

believe that major bodies are so built up (e.g. Walker, 1969). 

It might be argued that sheets from different sources 

could be contemporaneously intruded in the one column and 

not affect one another. However, the sheets show upward 

transgressions and as soon as they join.d the comments on 

page 84 would apply. The presence of many faults makes 

complete separation impossiBle for any time as blocks of 

intruded rocks will be move~ during intrusion and hydraulic 
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r connection could be readily established. 

4.5 Form and ,ca~~ 

Three main types of structure are represented in the 

intrUsions of this district - sills, dykes and bosse,(plugs). 

An examination of the sections (fig. 4) will show that many 

of the sills and dykes,aro connected to form, in overall 

,~ section, an inclined (stepped) sheet. Such sheets form at 

two scales only; very small or very large. Although there is 

a considerable range in thickness of the dyke limbs in such 

sheets, depending on their angle and any horizontal dilation, 

the sill limbs are either within the range 1,OOO-1,~OO feet 

(300-4~Om) or one inch to six feet«2m). Unlike some other 

provinces, e.g. South Africa, there is no intermediate size 
r, 

distribution. The large bodies present are very large and 

two to five times the average size of the intrusions in many 

other provinces. Plug-like bodies are usually one half mile 

(O.8km) square or larger. 

4.6 Dilation
 
r, 

The topic of dilation was briefly mentioned in Section
 

2.3 where the general principles were enunciated. Examination 

of the geologica1 map will show many likely examples 

(e.g. Longley, 4380N, ~170E; Blackmans Bay, 3600N, ~270E; 

Mangalore) which have been supported in the structural 

reduction. In every case vertical dilation is the dominant 

characteristiWalthough some discordant bodies appear far 
r wider than their angle of dip and vertical component would 
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suggest. Examples of such a situation are at Mt. Rumney and 

Craigow where possible dyke wedg~, are involved. Dilationary 

components may be affected by dips in intruded roeks and 

faulting, and by interference of uplift asymmetries. All 

aspects of dilation are outlined by Leaman and Naqvi (1967) 

and a revised summary figure is reproduced here (fiC. 7, p. 

88). If the� fracture and intrusion is three-dimensional a 
~	 

closed funnel bloek will be uplifted as in the case of 

cone-sheets. A small scale example is Slown in Plate 1. 

~.z Fault relatiohship. 

With respect to the dolerite intrusions, fault. maY,b~ 

classified as pre-intrusion, concomitant or post-intrusion. 

On many occasions it is difficult to separate the former 
r 

pair. If'a displacement can be proven or directly implied 

beneath an intrusion then the fault is clearly pre-intrusion. 

In many cases this is impossible to show and a ,minimum age 

of concomitance may be indicated. A throw above an intrusion 

may represent a change in thickness of the intrusion below 

(e.g. McDougall, 1962, p. 282, implication Section 400, Huon

ville). Concomitant faulting represents the fracturing and 

general disturbance accompanying the intrusion. while the 

pre-intrusion faults reflect the stress environment leading 

to actiVity. In the case of concomitant features there is 

always an occupation of the fracture as a dyke or as one 

side of an intrusion. The key observation concerning either 

type of fault is that intrusions rise steeply along them, 
~ 

examples being the Collinsvale intrusion on the Gascaces 
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Fault; Dromedary intrusion on Dromedary FaUlt, ~agra Fault 

(fl, Sect. 700). Some intrusions terminate upon concomitant 

faults, as south of Mt. Dromedary a.nd on the North West Bay 

Fault (fig. 4; fig. 8, p. 94). 

Some difficulty has been encountered with interpretation 

of post-intrusion faults. Firstly, they maT be inter...intrus

ional and thus their character will not be t.tally post

intrusion. Secondly, they ma,- be reJuvenations of earlier 

faulting. As commonly happens, these faults show both contact 

phenomena and contact dislocation. If the former movement 

also produced crushing and dracging of the intruded rocks 

any post-intrusion character may be impossible to deduce. 

~ 

~, 
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5'. FORM OF DOLERITE Et-iPLAOEMENT 

5.1 GeneraJ,. 

Examination ot thegeologic~l map and structural sections 

(Map 1; fig. ~) shows that the intrusions within this area 

have the form of sub-circular inclined sheets, each sheet 

being related to a source at its deepest point in the 

intruded roaks. The actual shape ot each intrusion is quite 

variable and ranges trom a ~- to T- shape at its heart. Class

itication of centres with respect to the basic variations in 

form is shown in fig. 11, p. 118. The sheets are composed 

predominantly of concordant or sub-concordant limbs with 

abrupt transgressions between such limbs. Ih the Permian 

rocks concordant bodies are restricted to Bundella Mudstone 

and Cascades Group horizons and in the Triassic rocks to 

those patts where much mudstone i8 present. The condition ot 

the roof i8 much more irregular and disrupted at, or above, 

the bOUndary with Upper Triassic rocks. 

In the third dimension each intrusion ranges from a 

crude circular outline to a sheet trough. In extreme cases, 

such as the inferred Craigow and Rumney-Augustus plug-dyke 

systems, the trough reduces to a dyke. The general shape of 

some of these intrusions was predicted by Carey (195'8.) 

although none of the examples described ~y him were in this 

area. The form predicted, based on a mechanistic "punch" 

process, is valid and the 81, 810 and 815' intrusions may be 
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cited. This intrusion shape has been called a cone-sheet. 

This term is confusing and not strictly accurate, since none 

of the intrusions is conical, and most are a flattened and 

distorted Y shB.pe'. Some are even asymmetrical and only half a 

T in form (e'.g'. 88, Sll?, fig. 11). Such asymmetrical forms 

have also been noted in Guyana (HawkeB, 1966b)~ 

In view of the irregular form of the intrusions it i. 

proposed to refer to each by the general term £h2no.itq 

defined by Daly (1933) as: 

"A discordant igneous body (a) injected into dislocated 

rom~ of any kind, stratified or not; (b) of shape and 

relations irregular; and (c) composed of magma passive

ly squeezed into a subterrane&l cllamber or actively 

forcing apart the country rocks (p. 106)." 
'"' 

The" concept is one of the fillin~ of an actual or 

potential cavity, and aspect (c) is supported later in this 

thesis (p. 114). Chonolith is a general term etymologically; 

referring to a mouLd. Each component of the intrusion (sills, 

dykes, etc), and the whole, will be shown to have filled a 

mould. As suoh it includes the term cone-sheet but avoids 

the special oonnotation that term implies. 

Apart from the descriptive aspects of the form of each 

individual intrusion (chonel1th), the mest important single 

observation is the recognition ef up to three large intrus

ive sheets in one column over substantial areas. This leads 

to the corollary that at least three pUlses of intrusion are 

represented (see Section 4.4, p. 83). Previous workers have 
~ 

regarded the intrusive stockwork as a single phase intrusion 
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and a rebuttal of the reasoning leading to this conclusion 

appears in Section 6.9, p. 128 and Section 1+.4-, p. 81

Normally only one sheet appears as a sill in the Permian 

rocks and then only in one or other of the horizons mentioned 

above. Such Q sheet transgresses sharply into middle Lower 

Triassic rocks (e.g., 36, S8, 813, Sl5', 816, S20, and 1321). 

It is not uncommon, however, to find two sheets in the Lower 

Triassic rocks which are much thinner as a group~ The avail

ability of intrusion horizons is a key factor in this (Sect. 

6.5', p. 111+). Sills in the Triassic rocks are, with few' 

exceptions, much more extensive than in Permian rocks. 

A further general observation is possible regarding,the 

source localities. Many are related to graben faulting which 

was at least concomitant with the intrusion (e.g. 810 and 

811). Others are related to single faults of the same age 

(e.g. 131, 1313, 1319 and 820). The implication is that these 

faults were (and still are?) major fractures in the crust, 

~ince the anomalies suggest bodies extending to great depth. 

There is nothing to imply that the dolerite fortuitously 

occupies them at shallow depth only. Since the magma walll 
~ 

probably derived from a depth of at least 3;km any association 

of centres with faults implies use of a major fracture from 

that depth. Normal faults pass to shallow angles at depth 

(65-700 or less, De Sitter, 1956, p. 11+7) and in most cases 

would not reach that depth. This s~ggests that many of the 

occupied faUlts, as observed now, are normal reJuvenations 

of maJor crustal fractures which at one time may have had 

some transcurrent movement. Many other faults act as termin
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ators to the intrusion or as initiators of transgression. 

This clearly implies either concomitancy orpre-intrusion. 

5.2 Specifig features of emplacement 

A separation of intrusions .dth respect to age relations 

is indicated in fig. 8, p. 94. The location of feeders is 

show~, in fig. 9, p. 102. Figure 8 presents the ~implest model 
~ 

available and the evidence for it is discussed below. The 

boundaries between different dolerites are placed as accurat

ely as known. There are few ground contacts observed 

(Sect. 4.2, p. 79) and most junctions are sited on structural 

evidence. This study indicates that a detailed petrological 

investigation of adjacent dolerites is long overdue. It is 

realised that such work is the only wa~ to confirm the infer

ences, predictions and conclusions made. The intrusion 

labelled "Cl' is taken as 11. 'marker' due to its extent and 

easily established continuity, The ages given are relative 

within parts of the area and obviously a "b" intrusion may 

be an "an where there is insufficient evidence to establish 

a complete ordinal scheme. 
-

A representative of the oldest intrusion "a" occurs 

beneath the Collins Cap-Grove blocks. As far as can be 

estimated the feeder and sheet initiation are quite deep 

(note the breadth of anomaly compared with other feeder 

systems) and probably close to the pre-Permian unconformity. 

The sheets from this source (S15) are cut off by sheets from 

Collinsvale (828) and Nierrina (821), and such structures 

are clearly shown in section (fig. 4). The Grey Mountain
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~ Pelvarata intrusion (822) and is probably the same age. This 

is indicated by its relations with the Huonville intrusion 

"b" in the Herring Back, where the presence of 'included' 

blocks is crucial to this correlation. Not a great deal is 

known of the 822 intrusion, being only partly in the area 

studied. 81, has produced an irregular, elongate intrusion 

in which the sheet thins significantly to the south (1,,00
~ ~50o ft; ~,0-1,0 m). No evidence or trace of its high level 

form is obtainable as dilation by later intrusions has lifted 

it above the present topography. 

The Huonville intrusion (620) is younger than Sl, or 622 

but is itself cut off by the Crab:bree (619) and South Huon

ville (823) structures. 620 is a massive intrusion with 

multiple sources and forms the bulk of the Herring Baek. In 
~ 

the north the Dromedary (86), Boyer (613), Lachlan (61~) and 

Crabtree (819) dolerites appear to join and form the high 

level Mt. Marian-Trestle Mountain-Collins Bonnet massif and 

plateau. The 620 sheet thus appear. at Crabtree only where 

it passes over the trapped Triaasic block above the sheet 

lIa "(=81,) and is itself sliced by the plateau sheet. How far 

"b" passe. to the east is unknown. The intrusive junctions 

and closures between the 66, 613, Sl~ and 819 bodies indicate 

concomitancy (e.g. at 6180N, ,02~E; 6330N, ,110E; "OON, 

'O'OE). There is a slight possibility that 819 is later. 

The same age as 819, however, are the Nelson (82~), 

Collinsvale (628) and Nierrina (821) intrusions. These rise 

onto the Mt. Wellington-Collins Bonnet massif and there 

join the main plateau sheet from the west, which also caps 
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Collins Cap. There is no evidence to suggest that these 

bodies. did not merge. Of like age is the 823 intrusion in 

the far so~thwest of the area which transgresses through the 

massive 820 chonoJ.1th on the Herring Back. Dolerite from the 

discordant wall of 86, south of the Derwent River at Drom.edary, 

rises onto Ht. Faulkner wb.ere it coalesces with material 

from the south (S28). 

Subsequent intrusions are indicated at Moogara (S4), 

Mt. Hull (816) and Mt. Montague (82,). Those of S~ and 816 are 

indicated by cut-through and double sheet environments' 

whereas s2, and its properties are implied only. It may well 

blend .11 th intrusions of age "c". 

Dolerites of age '"c" from Boyer (813), and Dromedary (S6) 

rise northTflElst into the middle Lower Triassic rocks of . 

Black Hills. An interesting feature is the wedge left at a 

pre-intrusion fal.llt between these intrusions at 61.to0N, 

'lO'7E. This block was probably a wedge between two fault 

surfaces each of Which was later taken up by intrusions from 

either side. Intrusions of this age also appear to be term

inated by the Dromedary FaUlt, and associated fraetures in 

the north of the district, and by the North West Bay and 

Cascades Faults in the south. In the latter case the Nierrina 

ehonolith 1s sealed to the west and the Nelson chonolith 

to the' south. The axis of the Nelson intrusion lies down the 

Derwent coast to Pier sons Point and the dolerite upsteps 

westward. However, the age of the Piersons Point dolerite i. 

unknown. The Nelson and Nierrina chonoliths are at compar

able stratigraphie and struetural elevations at Ferntree 
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~ ,.here they rise to coalesce and up5tep onto Mt. Wellington. 

It should be mentioned that this is the simplest conclusion. 

In the step~faulted hills of West Hobart the dolerite 

sheet can be seen to arch. The source SlO.on its bifurcate 

elonr;ate fraClture 1s thus of I'I.ge "c" and joins the Nelson, 

Collinsvale intru.sions in the Moonah~West Hobart area. 

Tertiary movements have produced the elevation difference.s 

between Mt. Wellington and Knocklofty. 

!helarge funnel,of 810 expands to the east at Flag~ 

staff Hill, Roshy Hill and Craigow, and to the .rest at the 

Mt. Direction-Grass Tree Hill rise. !he lower sheet on Mt. 

Direction is clearly older as contact and 'inclusion' ph~n

omena show that its roof is cut through by the SlO body. As 

far as ean be determined "a" i8 asymmetrical with an axi. 

approximating the river. Its exposure has been terminated 

by the line of dilation from SlO in the Grass !ree Hill 

dyke •. It is classed as an age "a" intrusion on the relative 

requirements of the Tea Tree dolerites to the north. Although 

this intrusion is sliced by SlO the mass requiremel1ts 

suggest that the intrusions "a" are linked to those at Rich~ 

mond where there is another feeder system (87). !his Whole 

sheet forms a low arch and the dolerite from it does not 

appear to reach higher than Lower Triassic rocks. 

In the Tea Tree region sheet "c", Which is faulted and 

partly concealed north\rest of Grass Tree Hill, steps 

through the repeating sheetl1 ("b") ot the Tea Tree Hills. 

It is therefore younger than them. The evidence for such a 

conclusion is purely structural. Detailed field considerat~ 
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ion. indicate that interterence ot two dolerites i. the on~ 

way that the di.triPution ot chilled marcins, small inclu.ions 

and topographic torm could be attained. The sheets "b" cannot 

be the same age as "a" since they appear in the same section. 

The sequence ot event. in this relion appears to have been a 

low level injection ("a")' causiIll minor disruption above 

basal Lower Triaa.ic horizons tollowed by intrusion ot a thin 
~ .heet (lib"):, possibly trom source. to north or east (reactiv

ation ot S7?). The major intrusion (lie") trom SlO then passed 

through "a", lib" to intrude the level ot the Upper Triassic 

rocll:•• 

The intrusion SlO is the largest single chonolith in the 

district with trough length ot about 10 miles and width of 4 

mile.. The closure at the southern end is concealed by the 

river and broken in the north by later oross faulting whioh 

ha. depressed one segment ot the intrusion (Sections 675, 700). 

The northern sheet trom this intrusion overlies much of the 

Old Beach region and, prior to the Derwent taultiIll ot 

Tertiary age, probab~ linked with the high level dolerite 

on Mt. Faulkner. To the east dolerite rising trom the Flag

statt Hill arm ot the intrusion becomes concordant onto 

Craicow and slic.. the plug(?) intrusion which torm. the bulk 

ot the hill. In addition, the peculiar concordant sections ot 

the intrusion on a hill south ot Craigow (5790N, 5350E) are 

explained by the interterenoe ot the two dolerite., one of 

whioh is dilleordant, the other concordant. Both intrusions 

SlO and 811 appear to be centres on the same teeder zone 
.< 

although the incompatibility ot age is indicated by the 
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overlap properties shown in Section 575, p. 56. The 811 

intrusion has produced a sheet in the Rokeby-80uth Arm region 

which rises eastward from an &xis on the eastern side of the 

river into the Rumney ridge. 

The ace of the plug core of the Rumaey ridce and South 

Arm region is unknown. It shows a north-south lineation with 

87 and the Jurassic faulting of the Coal River also has this 
~ trend. 812 could be a partially exposed section of such an 

extended body. Sheet propagation is not necessary from it in 

this part of the area and 1t may simply represent the tongue 

end of an elongate feeding column. It is inferred, !rom such 

restr~cted evidence as is possible to deduce, that this plug 

system may be equivalent to tIc" and may well have linked with 

the sheet rising from SlOe 

The· intrusion into the eastern part of the South Arm 

peninSUla is thought to be either "b" or "c" in age. The 

intrusion contacts another at only one point and age relations 

are uncertain there. West of Sinele Hill it could rise to 

join either "b" or "O"(?») in the Rumney ridge. 

In the hills northwest of Brighton the order of intrusion 

is complex. Several intrusions are indicated by the number 

and distribution of included roof and window fragments and 

the creat variability of intrusion margins. The western 

boundary of the intrusions in these hills is formed by the 

upstep of intrusion "c" from both S9 aM SlO. Also at this 

bOUndary are traces ef sill "b" which is more clearly repres

ented at Tea Tree. The bulk or the recion is composed of an 

earlier intrusion "a" which shows a general transgression 
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.-, to the northeast, and there joins dolerite rising westward 

from the 55, 87 feeder systems considered to be of age "a" 

by their relationship to the Tea Tree intrusions. 

Dolerite from 89 persi'sts under the Brighton lIlock and 

is synchronous with that of 810 which it meets in the arch 

at Old Beach. It is dislocated by the Mangalore Tier intrus

ion, which being at a lower stratigraphic level uplifts both 
~ Permian rocks and the concealed sheet "c" which now caps 

Mangalore Tier. It is indicated by the concordancies over 

the uplifted block, benches and rafted sediment.. The Mangal

ore Tier intrusion (S2) is very massive and is considered to 

be representative of the youngest phase present. It offsets 

intrusions of age "c" near Brighton and pa.ses as a thick 

sheet to the south and west. Some traces of it are probably 

alao present in the Brighton Hill. at high level as there 

are a few boUndaries and small blocks which are difficult to 

explain otherwise. It i. upfault&d by the Dromedary Fault 

(f2). and rise. transgressively a little wE\st of the fault to 

oap the Black Hills region, in which it cuts a further sheet 

rising from s6. All the Visible relationships at Broadmarsh 

indicate that Sl and 82 are connected and of the same age. 

It is not clear what form the intrusion took in crossing 

the Coal River graben. SUbsequent faulting has not aided 

clarification. A line of feeders; occupies the approximate 

line of the east graben fault. These centres have supplied a 

sheet which, although disrupted by at least one later phase 

of intrusion (lib"?), i_ continuous over the whole recion 

east of the Coal River. This sheet is correlated as age "a", 
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r, on the ground of its probable equivalence with the eastern 

arm of the sheet based on 87. No direct correlation. are 

possible, since definitive structural or gravimetric inter

pretation is impossible across the eraben structure, although 

a suggestion is shown in fig. " p. ~3. 

In summary, it may be stated that the intrusions of each 

age iftterconnect to forma rolling cross-wave pattern. This 
~ 

is most clearly seen with regard to tIc", as "a" or "b" are too 

often concealed or eroded to show the gross form. 

The presenee of a sheet, say age "a", in part of the 

area has forced subsequent intrusions higher in the section. 

If the centre for the later intrusion is beneath such a 

sheet, the sheet propagated will transgress steeply to a 

level above the previous body. 

5.3 Feeder, 

Feeders have been recognised by the substantial positive 

anomalies associated with various parts of the district. In 

almost every case there is a direct relation with an exposed 

dolerite body. The distribution and nomenclature of feeders 

is shown 1n fig. 9, p. 102. The random point distribution' 

precludes shallow basement influences. In addition, the 

gradie~ts reflect both a shallow and deep-seated source for 

the anomalies interpreted as feeder •• 

Several of these bodies are probably related, although 

in most cases the relation is not apparent. It is considered 

that the Gra.s Tree-Risdon-Lindisfarne feeders; form one dyke 

in depth (810). The Craigow-Mt. Rumney-Mt. Mather trend like
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wise also represents a dyke. The actual magnitude of these 

bodies is unknown, but the anomaly in a number of cases implies 

either a pipe or dyke up to a mile wide and extending at or 

near that width well into the crust. When it is realised 

that the density contrast vanishes in depth, and probably 

also inverts, an appreciation of the scale of these features 

and the mass involved is possible. The form of the feeder 
r 

systems can only be discussed in a very general way. 

Most centres appear to be single columns, whereas 

others show a definite alignment and are probably 'fingers' 

from a dyke. Examples of fingers are the Grass Tree, Risdon, 

Lindisfarne sources of 0310, the bulges of 81 and the Rumney

Augustus dyke struoture. Other sources, such as 87, are 

olearly dykes. The massive anomalies associated with 820 at 

Huonville suggest a cluster of pipes in this locality and 

hence a major crustal weakness. 

The distribution map (fig. 9) shows that there is an 

average separation of 6 to 8 miles(10-13 km). The region 

enclosed by the broken line possibly contains only one large 

feeder and that very much smaller than the avera,e. The 

broad mass deficiency of one or two mgals over large parts of 

this region, with respect to the regional gravity field 

assumptions made, suggests that the regional field else

where in the district may be too high by this amount due to 

the cumulative effects of many deep anomaly sources. There 

is no known reason for the lack of centres in this zone. A 

small granite stock at depth in the basement would account 
~ 

for the anomaly deficiency and the concentric nature of many 
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other structural teatures. It could preclude intrusion. 

All the feeders indicated in tig. 9 have been located 

because ot their size. Smaller teeding systems may well have 

been overlooked due to lack ot resolution. A turther aspect 

of teeding systems worthy ot note is the shape ot those 

structures which have not grossly intruded(,or disrupted the 

Permian rocks. Two such teatures are at South Hobart (S18) and 

Mt~ Augustus (Sect. It-25, p. 68), where the anomalies are rough

ly circular and the gradients implY that the feature is at 

shallow depth. It is concluded that such structures have a 

conical termination to a cylindrical pipe, but other mass 

configurations are obviously possible. Small acale structures 

,ot this type are to be aeen at Sihgle Hill (fig. 10, p. 113) 

and Blacmans Bay. 
" Some pipes or dykes are aligned upon major taults. Such 

faults are invariably pre-intrusion (Cascades., Coal River 

east, Lindisfarne graben), and have also been subject to 

extensive rejuvenation. These faults must reflect fracture 

systems in the basement rocks. As many feeder dyke orientat

ions show little semblance to the major Jurassic or Tertiary 

trends, the only possible conclusion is that the bulk 01' the 

basement fracturing was slightly oblique to the Jurassic or 

Tertiary stress field (see also pages 106, 120). 
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6. :eROqESS AND CONTROL !£ J;NTRUSIQN 

6.1 The intru.ion environment 

Throughout Tasmania dolerite has intruded relatively 

tlat-lyin! epi-continental sedimentar7 rock.. At the time ot 

intru.ion these tormed a large basin some 150 miles by 100 

mlle.(240 x 160 kmh The maximum known thickness ot Permian 

and Triassic rocks is about 5,000 teet(1,500 m). It is . 

po.sible that the actual thickness was of the order of 7,000 

t,et(2,100a) since it might be expect~d that any neWly depos

ited, poorly compacted Lower Jurassic rocks, would erode 

quickly upon uplitt. There is a suggestion that, prior to the 

intrusion underground, basalts existed on the .urface., Thi. 

is interred from the presence of tuftaceou. rocks capping the 

known sucee.sion. The lBinerals and rocll.<fragments may suggest 

andesitie Tolcan1sa, but this is by no mean. proven (also 

Hale, 1962). No deep fault bloeks preserve the Upper Triassie

Lower Juras.ic succession as tar as is known. The bloek at 

Richmond has not been bottomed. 

The Hobart district appears to have been clo.e to the 

axi. of Permian sedimentation (Banks, 1962, p. 203), but in

sufficient information about the Triassic Focks is available 

to determine whether this axis persisted in time. The exposed 

sequence is among the thickest known in Tasmania. 

It is likely that all rocks were tlat-lying at the time 

ot intrusion and that the regional and local dips now observed 

--------_. ------
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have resulted from Jurassic disruption and Tertiary epeir

ogeny. At the time of intrusion most .of the sedimentary 

column was' subject to brittle fracture. The Permian rocks 

were probably of comparable density and state of compaction 

as observed today. 

The nature of the basin floor is a key variable deter

mining the basin load and thickness. Relief may exist of 

;00-2,000 feet(1;0.600m)(e.g. Maydena, Jago, 196;; wynyard, 

Banks, 1962). 

Comparison of pre-Permian, Jurassic and Tertiary fault 

and joint trends throughout eastern Tasmania shows that the 

same stress field has persisted with time (Williams, 1967, 

1969; Marshall, 1968; Lecge, 1968). Three main trends are 

apparent and all appear to have been synchronous; these are 
~ 

NNW-SSE, 'NE-SW, and E-W with the first the best developed. An 

examination of many discordant boundariel will show that 

these trends were occupied by the intrusions (e.g. near 

6330N, ;llOE). 

The environment was in a state of min1mUla compression 

and evidence of compressional and transcurrent features is 
~ 

absent. A d8velopinc recional continental strels preceded 

the break-up of Gondwana which presumably occurred in middle 

Mesozoic times. Some, for example King (19;3), have suggested 

a Middle Jurassic age for this rupture. The overall strels 

related to this would be NE-SW. Comparable environmentl 

exist in other Mesoloic southern hemisphere provinces. 

--- -.- -----
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6.2 lfagma tYP. and 'OUl" 
Thole11t1c magma 1s thought to be der1ved by part1al or 

total melt1ng of mere basic mater1al near the Moho junct10n, 

or from the upper mantle to depths of up to 100 km; •• g. 

McDougall, 1962•. 

The c1rcumstances by wh1ch the heat neoessary to product 

such m.lt1ng was ava11abl. during m1ddle Mesoz01c t1mes are 

not known, but as th1s maCma release was global over a 

restr1cted per10d of tim. (s•• table 2, p. 148), any explan

ation must allo prov1de an 1rr.verl1ble global m.chanism. 

Global .xpansion would provide a pr.ssure release, and 10 the 

sones of rupture and stretchiI1l, allow ilostat1c r1s. of the 

mantle and assooiat.d 110therml. If the hypothes11 of global 

.xpans10n b. aecept.d, a cr1t1cally 1rreverl1bl. cond1t10n 

relat1oc'prelsure, temp.rature, IUrface acoeslib111ty 

could eas11y have been reaehed. Due to the nature of the 

or1g1n of the magma 1t m1ght be expect.d that 1ntrus10nl 

would be pOIsible over an extended per10d. Indeed, the heat 

flow 1n Tasmania 11 It111 .xcept10nal by normal cont1n.ntal 

standards (se. Gutenberg, 195'9, p. 130). Present day remanent 

,tr'lsel are allo qu1t. high (Judd, 196~, p. 16). 

The compol1t10n of the magma has been d.duced from 

.xaminationl of chill.d marg1ns wh1ch are fa1rly constant 1n 

compos1t10n 1n the few intrus10nl lampled 1n Talman1a. From 

th1s ob,ervat10n the following alsumpt10nl have b.en mad. 

(Edwards, 191+2; MeDoucall, 1962); the magma was very uniform 

and rap1dly 1ntrud.d as on. major puls.. This conclus10n 

19nores the fact that magma der1ved at d1fferent t1mel from 
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the .same souroe region with similar injection rates should 

have a sim11ar leadine tongue, which 1s all a chilled margin 

oan be taken to represent. Probably, the assumption or rapid 

intrusion is the only one with validity. 

6,J� l1agma ris! 

Dolerite magma is considered to have a maximum density 
~.	 

of about 2.65 gm/cc (p.80), the actual value b.ing d.termined 

by water and volatile content. Hence, a d.nsity inversion 

would exist 1n the upper mantle when magma i. present. On 

pure hydrostatic grounds the exoess pressure applied to a 

magma, as a result of overburden load, is suf.ficient to lift 

it to a height or 15-20,000 reet(~.5-6km) above sea level. 

Standard estimates or pres.nt d~ crustal thickness.s and 
r 

d.nsiti.s can account ror the observed l.v.l (Holmes, 1965, 

p. 2,1), although it should not b. assumed that the same 

proportions were true at the time of intrusion. 

The nature of the m.lting proc••••s, the general compos

itional consistency, the conditions or t.mp.rature and 

pressure in the mantle and the massive volume of material 
r-

required (5-10,000 ou miles for Tasmania alone) militat. 

against there being a magma pool, or that such a convenient 

pool oould exist statieally ror any time even if it could 

form. It seem. likely, therefore, that the material would be 

injected as a series of squirts from the one sourc. area, 

none of which need be very massive. This does not preclude 

synchronous squirts froll diff.r.nt .ource volumes. This is 
r-

implied by the semi-interlocking character of the intrusions 
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,~ in this area, some a~e synchronous while others are not. As 

this is but a small part or the total province a minor pha.e 

here may be more sign1f1el-~t else,ttere. 

,The crustal load presumably acts upon a very large spongy 

region in the zone of melting since a partial melting process 

(5-10% by volume) is most likely. Considering the volume 

required and the area over which the load is applied no 
r, isostatic restrictions would apply. 

The maximum magmatic pressure will be determined by the 

load whereas the efrective pressure will be controlled 'by 

the size of relief passages, viscosity effects and the like. 

6.~	 Feeders and feeding system, 

The distribution,ot feeders (intrusion centres or axes) 
~ 

is indioated in fig. 9, P. 102. Some alignment of feeders, is 

apparent with regard to observable fault systems. An example 

is the Grass Tree Hill - Rumney - Mt. Mather axis, to which 

the Mangalore feature m~ also be related, parallel to the 

Bagdad Fault. The string of basalt necks immediately east ot 

this line does imply a major crustal weakness. 
~ 

It is not possible to state the precise shape of the 

reeders. Some may be cylindrical or ellipsoidal pipes, and 

others dykes. All are probably variations on a hand-tinger 

patter!l. The dimensions ot the.e structures can only be 

estimated. Pipe diameters are in excess of one mile(1.6km) 

and dykes are several miles long. It cannot be stated whether 

the occupied volume is a fracture or a true pipe, the latter 

implying ejection of material. There is no conclusive evid
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ence to suggest this might have happened and it can be shown 

that some feeder systems did not approach the surtace directly, 

as pipes. 

Throughout the district, including areas adjacent to 

centres, there has been no tolding or other disruption assoc

iated with any part of the intrusions. This property probably 

retlects the tluidity of the material, in that fracturing 

and not tolding resulted trom the applied upward force. 

It the teeders are true stoped or explosive vents where 

has the pre-existing roek material gone? It is possible that 

many feeders and their high level dykes may have had egress 

to the surface, in which case all material could be expelled 

explosively. Other dykes either passed into sheets or termin

ated at depth (South Hobart, S18; South Arm, S17 ext.). " 
Explosive removal, as a result ot gas or tluid pressure, 

Ultimately 1mplies a free vent to the surtace and a situation 

comparable to the diamond pipes ot South Africa. In the case 

ot liT" or lIy" intrusions fragments, trom the pipe would be 

collected at the roof ot the intrusion near the pipe. No 

evidence ot this has been tound. It 11 unlikely that the 

volume of material removed trom pipes ot the size envisaged 

could have passed to the surface by the tortuous fracture 

routes occupied by most sheets and which probably never reach 

the surtace anyway. In addition, there is no evidence that 

the dolerite magma was ever rich in volatiles and there is 

no trace ot vesiculation at the higher levels. This suggests 

that either 

i) the gas escaped early and blasted a hole, or 
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,~ ii) there was. little gas present. Metamorphism show. this 

was not a "wet" magllla, or 

iii)·the roof load was greater than believed and gas con

finement occurred. 

The first i. unlikely a. some traces of «as should 

remain if the material was so enriched. The last possibility 

cannot be excluded. 
~ Bearing on this problem is the possibility that the 

Upper Triassic-Rhaetic rock. are tuffs (Hale, 1962). Appraisal 

of the contained feldspar, mafic. and rock fragment. i,' 

diffiCUlt, but if they are ind'ed tuffs then the implication 

would be that an extensiVe period of volcaniam preceded the 

dolerite intrusion. Thus pipe expan.ion could have occurred. 

It i. unlikely that the vents were situated in the basin 
,~ 

since sills would have reSUlted (see p. 114). A roof load of 

basalt. and andesites could then have been pres~t. Thi. 

evidence i. circumstantial and inadequate but no other 

explanation of the tuffaceous rock. has been advanced. 

However, while it i. possible that some feeder. were 

produeed in this way many could not have been. How else then, 

can sub-circular structure. be produced? Fracture condition. 

are unlikely to provide hole. of the specification required. 

A turther complication lie. in the observatio~ that the 

.cale of ten.ion and fracturing would be Tasmania wide, yet 

dolerite i. rare outside the post-Carboniferous basin. This 

feature of intrusions has also been noted in South Africa, 

where it has been suggested that basin extension provides a 

source of .tress release ( also Fairbridge, 1949). A 

--- ._---
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~ genetic relationship between basin and reeders is implied, 

aa those areas outside the basin are generally lacking in 

dolerite intrusions. Where observed they range in size to 

one mile by half a mile{1.6xO.8km) and are rarely more elong

ate than 2:1. In no case is there obvious associated fractur

ing. 

The problem can be resolved if the feeders are fracture 
~ 

fillings, or dykes, at depth but which in plan and section 

are somewhat bulbous, i.e~ they may be lens or cigar-shaped 

in plan but also have a leading edge of variable amplitude. 

Fig. 10, p. 113, shows, the form of small wedged reeders which 

have produced no noticeable distortion in the intruded rocks. 

Thus while strictly sub-circular pipes would not be produced 

the combinations of these two component a could produce the .., 
peaking or material and hence anomaly. Active fracturing has 

then taken place at the peaks or the intrusion - a situation 

not unlike that proposed for the cone sheets and ring dykes 

of Scotland (e.,. Anderson, 1935; Richey ~.&L, 1961)~ Such 

shapes are in accord with a fractured environment (basement) 

in a state of minimum compression or tension. It does not 
'"\ 

preclUde some wedging of the magma. in widening the gaps made 

available to it. 

The nature of the fractures in the basement is unknown. 

The faults at high level are normal, high angle features. It 

is likely that most are recent, shallow structures although 

some of the larger, older faults may represent rejuvenation 

of concealed basement structures (e.g. Cascades FaUlt) which 

may well pais deep into the crust (also p. 92). 
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As intrusion has taken place in a number of pUlsea, it 

might be anticipated that nested feeders, would result. The 

original weakness would be occupied but other weaknesses 

might be induced nearby. 

6.5 fracturinc and consequent intru.ion shape 

A number of factors may control the tracturing asaociated 

with maglla injection. These include magma pressure, .ize and 

shape of feeding body, overburden load and homogeneity, 

.tre•• condition. and type of rocks intrud.d. 

Carey (19,8a), b.lieved that the dolerite passed throuih 

the basem.nt rocks as a pip., and upon reachine the'Permian 

rock. (or very clos. to the unconformity) punched out a 

ahear fracture W1th internal angle of about It-,o. This can 

happen once macma pressure exc.eda load plus friction. Th. 

pr.cis. angle dev.loped d.penda upon the internal friction 

of the rock and the whole concept r.quires transf.r of a 

probable compr•••ion, as about the pip., into a .h.ar. Any 

heteroeen.ity, or environm.ntal stresses pr.sent, in the 

fractured materiala will alao aff.ct the ahape of the fract

ur•• It is agr••d, however, that the sourc. atructur., 
, 

wh.ther a 'pip.' or dyke, will produc. a fracture which will 

approach the fr.e surface and that the maema will then 

follow and fill such an opening. H. also states (P. 162) 

that the angle of transgr.ssions flatt.ns from It-,o to about 
o10 in the Tria••ic rocka. How.ver, Lombaard (19,2) would 

infer that the angle increas.. a. the tr.. surface i. 

approach.d. Obviou.ly the particular condition. are signific
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ant (see also page 119), and although Lombaard is certainly 

correct in suggesting such behaviour near the free surface 

the effects· at moderate depth (e.g. in mid-Triassic rocks) 

are ul'lknown. 

Once a fracture is produced, by whatever mechanism, it 

will be followed by the magma since it will be the path of 

least work done. The region about the unconformity would be 
~ very sensitive to vertical stresses, such as the magma would 

apply, since it is the regime between fractured basement 

rooks and strongly bedded' fj]Lat-lying rooks although bo'th a:re 

atfected by the same tensile stresses. 

The concept ot a fracture-mould precludes suoh hypoth

eses as compensation surfaces (Bradley, 196,), which state 

that varying load conditions caused the intrusive sheet to 
~ 

rise up and down b,y a hydrostatic mechanism. This is illogic

al on three grounds. Firstly, the material must propagate 

then fill a fracture, and any load or load deficiency ot 

limited extent will cause the fracture to approach the free 

surtace (compare Ramberg, 1967, p. 98-99). Secondly, the fract

ure will be propagated and its shape determined in advance by 
~ 

stress conditions near the teeder. Thirdly, the forces requir

ed to push a magma downward are enormous, as per the compen

sation hypothesis, partiCUlarly in a system as entropic as 

this. Magma can go downwards if a closed fracture system is 

present to permit such passage. A variation, of some magnit

ude, in surtace load would cause an immediate upstepping ot 

fracture regardless ot concordancy and flotational lift, 

prOViding the load exceeds the shear strength across the 

-------------_ _.. 
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potential fracture surface to the free surface. If a fracture 

is already in existence near such a load change, then the 

intrusion fracture will jQin it anti any intrusion will either 

pass up it or terminate against it. 

Examination of the structures present will show that 

there has been considerable variation in the fracture forll., 

and that instead of a 1+,0 cone there has r;enerally been a "T" 

shaped intrusion (see fig. 11, p. 118). This shows that 

bedding heterogeneity cannot be.neglected, and that it exer

cises considerable control on the fracture system. It may be 

observed pragmatically that concordant intr11sions are of limit

ed extent in the middle-lower Permian rocks, particularly near 

the feeders. Examples may be seen at Collinsvale (S28), Boyer 

(813)" Nierrina (821) and South Arm. In these examples an area 

four miles by three mlles(6.4x4.8km) is the maximUlll extent of 

such intrusion before a discordant rising stage is reached. In 

the Triassio rocks concordancy is more common over larger 

areas although this is not obvious in this district. 

"T" shaped feeder-sheet junctions ha.e been proposed by 

Mudge (1968)~ His mechanism requires that a dyke wedge passing 

upward into heterogeneous sediments reaches a fluid barrier 

(e.g. a shale; which becomes duotile at depths greater than 

3,000 feet (Jones and Pugh, 1948, p. 94; ~ldge, 1968» which 

prevents passage of the vertical tension fractures and causes 

parting beneath it. Such a layer may also serve as a vapour 

barrier confining pressures. It should be noted that intrusion 

1s not a flash process initially and there is a slow build-up 

of vapour pressure with increasing temperature. Once the 
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,- pressure is released and fracture commencea, the process 

becomes impulsive. Sill intrusion may then take place provided 

magma pressures are sufficient and sheathing fluids are 

present (see also page 126). Mudge,in no way specifies the 

distance the parting fracture will persist parallel to the 

fluid barrier, and this is difficult to specify mathematic

ally due to the presence of many unknowns. The fluid barriers 
~ in the Permian rocks are the cal~areous mudstones or lime

stones. That this process is applicable is undoubted, although 

the extent of effect is variable (compare Nierrina and Boyer). 

An additional factor, not included by MudCe, is the effect 

of sub-parting compression caused by the finite thickness of 

the feeding wedp;e away from the tip. Walker (195'8, p. 89) has 

also shown that massive units can prevent vertical dyke 
~ 

penetration and this situation may lead to parting fractures. 

All variations between a "Y" and liT" micht lDe expected 

dependinc upon the effective presenc~ of partincs and fluid 

barriers. Intrusion baae forms within the district are shown 

in fig. 11, p. 118. 

It will, also be seen that local controls may affect the 
~ 

ahape of the fracture at all points to the surface. The furth

er the fracture is from its source (and closer to the surface), 

the more likely it is to be controlled by bedding heterogen

eity. It would therefore be reasonably expected that the 

fracture would form a series of steps, and that moderate 

fracture angles could not be present unless a body of thick 

homogeneous material were being ~raversed. The thinner the 

heterogeneities the more nearly vertical the steps would be. 
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~, The level of any "T" may be related to the depth at which the 

excess ~~oyancy of sediment over magma equals the tensile 

strength of the potential parting surface. 

It will be observed that this argument appears to pre

clude magma intrusion, by sill wedges, close to the surface. 

At distance, where the fracture may die out, this 1s not so 

although it should be remembered that the' body behind the 

wedge may be thick and will tend to tear the fracture tip 

upward (.ee also p. 126). Thus a balance must be struck between 

horizontal stress, parting strength and amount of overburden. 

Jones and Pulh (19~, p. 93) have also noted that certain 

layers in a heterogeneous succession might be more suited 

to lateral intrusion depending on their particular properties. 

The fracture process 1s dominant near the source and the 
,~ 

shape of'tlB 1ntrusion cs.nnot be controlled by the magma 

itself close to the feeder as suggested by Bradley (1965). 

An example of the control of loading on fracture is seen 

on Skye where sills(sheets) intrude a pitching syncline but 

are not concordant'w1thit. Rather they show intrusion such 

that magma pressure matched the load pressure which was con

stant and substantial due to lava cover. That the intrusions 

cut the sedimentary rocks in such a fashion shows that a 

fracture was being followed (Anderson and Dunham, 1966). 

A further control on the form of the high level fracture 

not mentioned preViously 1s that of the stress condition of 

the area at the time of intrusion (see page 106). Dolerite 

intrusions occupy trend. related to the main trends that have 

persisted over a long period md such occupations suggest a 
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~. secular persistence of stresses. This means that the inherent 

tensile stresses, close to the free surface anyway, exerted 

significant control on the intrusion fractures. Examples may 

be seen northwest of Mt. Faulkner where the interrelation of 

the three main trends is clear. Elsewhere other steep do1erite 

boundaries show one or other of these trends. Elongation of 

the feeder systems, however, only partly reflects such trends. 

The South HODart (S18), Nelson (82~), Boyer (813), Lach1an 

(81~), Huonvi11e (820), Co11in8 Cap (81,), Bridgewater

Faulkn.er (89), Craigow-Rumney (811), Hanga10re (in part. 82), 

Brains Hill (87) andPittwater structures generally show a 

N-NNW orientation while Nierrina (821), Craigow-F1agstaff 

and Grass Tree-Risdon (810) show a NNE trend. 

In summary, fracturing at high level. is induced by the 
~ 

feeder pressures but the feeder and fracturing need not be 

central or truly conical. Any aaymmetries of form laterally 

or vertically can be related to boundary conditions prevail

ing in the rocks as a result of tensions or heterogeneities. 

Any fractures produced will be immediately filled by magma 

although there are limitations (p. 8~). It may well be that 
~ 

at some distance from the source of fracturing, the magma 

will propagate a fracture and then fill it (p. 126). Such 

propagation is passive horizontal parting, and quite distinct 

from the active vertical-horizontal wedce-shearinc that 

occurs about the feeder. 

Such a mechanism provides for the slivers of material 

that "peel" away from major bodies. These minor intrusions 

represent filled fractures but which, w1th the development 
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~ of other nearby fracture. to full size, have been limited in 

growth (see comments p. 8~). In addition, great care must be 

exercised in stating the source direction of the magma in a 

particular fraoture if it shows an arch. MIll'ly such arohe. 

are illusions being, in 'the third dimension, just a kink on a 

rising surface. In reality, magma has not I fallen' at all. 

Instances may be cited where a dome has formed (e.g. Mt. 
~ Wellington cap). Thi. can only mean that the magma from 

several sources is .ynchronous although the fractures occupied 

need not be. It i. possible that if the fracture .ystem- show. 

doming, a most unlikely occurrence, magma from one source 

could fill the system, prOViding the presllures were sufficient. 

Studies in this district .how that domes merely represent 

either points of coalescence of synchronous bodies from 
,-, 

individual centre. or place. of intersection giving dome 

illusion•• 

In the case of the nested sheets of Glen Grey, South 

Africa (Du Toit, 190~) all that is implied is a series of 

repeated synchronous intrusions each producing a fracture 

system which is sub-parallel and above (p. 123) the one 
~ 

before it. The comparative homogeneity of the rocks intruded 

acoounts for the regular angle of the fraoture •• 

The presence of pre-intrusion faults or .ajor joint 

systems is the one remaining aspect of fracture control of 

some significanee. Some fault. have been definitely categor

ised as pre-injection and in every case major upsteps have 

taken place along the•• The effect of any joint systems 

cannot be fully estimated but it is likely that many of the 
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r- concom1tant features originated in this way. It should be 

observed that the intrusion or tracture system need not 

totally follow pre-ex1sting structures, or to the surface:, 

as each intrusion is three-dimensional and only a partial 

component will utilise them. 

6,6 Parameters of intrusion 

Injection of magma is controlled graVitationally (p. 108). 

Due to the inability to specify the total load on the magma 

source the potential magma pressure is unknown. The actual 

pressure at the point of flarinc is somewhat less due to the 

effects of friction losses, viscosity and compressibilit~ 

variations. 

There is no evidence of high level forcible intrusion 

and the intrusion was probably relatively rapid although 

estimates can not easily be given of speed (see discussion, 

p. 12~). The intrusion has taken place by filling and expans

ion of fractures. As the magma density would be about 2.6

2.6, gm/cc, and the average intruded rock density less than 

2.3-2.~ gm/cc, it would be expected that the block of material , 
dislocated by eaoh fracture and filling would float upon the 

magma. Thus while the density of the sedimentary column 

remainl low, little or no magma could ever reach the surface 

even if tree openings were available (Bradley, 196" p. 40). 

The magma was under a limited pressure since only a limited 

sheet thickness is supported by any given intrusion. 

As the magma nears the base of the lower density rocks 
r 

it passes a point at which the overburden load is less than 
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the magma pressure. The magma could thereafter intrude later

ally and do leaa work than by proceeding to the surtace. In 

thoae areas wheretolded basement rocka (denaity 2.6-2.7 gm! 

cc) were present any teeder dykea would pass through aince 

there ia no trigger tor tracture (aee alao Carey, 19,8b). At 

LQY time atter the preaaure exceeda the load, the roof rocka 

can be sheared and litted, the actual aite ot fracture 

instigation depending on the teatur.. discussed on page ~l~. 

In Tasmania, the loweat known intrusions occurred ,

7,000 teet(1.,-2.1 km) below the Jurassic surrace. The press

ure to litt this load is not leas than 7,000 lbs/aq in.(, x 

10' gll/cm2). The 1081 due to the shearing and delay in hor

izon occupation is inestimable. However, Mudge (1968) arrived 

at a aimilar tigure tor magma head in aimilar intruaiona in 
r� 

the United states. The tigure stated above would be increased 

it a lava plateau waa in existence. It the root is now litted 

DY 1,200-1,,00 teet(3,0-~,Om), i.e. the t~ickneas ot emplaced 

sheeta, then the'magma preaaure must have be.n 6.2 x 10' gll/ 
2� , 2CIII (pressure to put dolerite on the surtaces' 6.8 x 10 gll/cm). 

It the preasure ot magma trom a given aourc. ia l.aa 

than 6 x 10' ga/cIII2, or the column has been loaded by prev

ioua intrusion then the subsequent intruaion lIUat take place 

at a higher level and probably above LQY previous body. In 

the limit this lIIeans, that even with a very low pressure, 

magma can be extruded provided the root rocka available tor 

intrusion are either verT thin, or very dense, i.e. contain 

many intrusiona (also BradleT, 196" p. ,3 - on S. Africa). 
~ 

It the magmatic pressure is variable, the location ot 
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tractures will be variable, and if the pressure is greater 

than 6 x 10' gm/cm2 intrusion can be initiated below a prev

ious intrusion (e.g. SlO). The magmatic pressure oh SlO, 

compared with that calculated theoretically on maximum depth, 

probably reflects a larger, freer channel with tewer energy 

losses. This also shows that given appropriate conditions 

the energy was aV&11ableto put magma on the surface. 

It the etfective magmatic pressure is varied, as & 

result of pipe or other constrictions, it is possible that a 

large sheet red� trom several'points may show thickness var

iations and steps, or tilt the root blocks. It is possible 

that the Collins Cap-Grove sheet which appears to show such 

thickness changes was formed in this way. Lombaard (19,2) has 

made similar observations.� .. 

Using the values estimated tor the intrusion pressure 

it is possible to gain some idea of the rate of intrusion. 

An orifice 0., miles(0.8km) in radius is assumed in the 

calculations below. Consider the Hoyer intrusion as an exam-

pH (sh.). The sedimentary roof load was about 1018 gms. 

Once the roof was tractured, the initial upward acceleration 
Iof the roof can� be directly calculated from Newtons second 

2law as 12 cmlsec • Thus in the first second the roof is 

lifted 6 cms. These ti(Ures are probably maxima, as no allow

ance has been made tor the elastic recoil following fractur

ins which will be the critical impulsive term during the 

first second. AS~ing a conical fracture, the volume of 

magma emplaced is about 1013 c.3• This volume passed thrcugh 

a pipe with area 2 x 1010 cm2 in one second. Hence the 
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r- velocity of the material in the pipe was 5' x 10 2 cm/sec, and 

the flow laminar. At these rates, assuming no pulsations, it 

would have taken 101.+ to 105' seconds to emplace a full sheet. 

This time does not include the effects of supply restrictions, 

diminishing rate of uplift and fill with time and is clearly 

a minimum. It does show, however, that the total emplacement 

time could have been very short - perhaps of the order of a 
r· 

year. 

The above approach is very simple,but serves to give 

an indication of intrusion rate. The process is not acceler

ative as it soon reaches a terminal velocit7 determined by 

viscosity, density, volume and supply requirements>. 

6.7 S111 1ntrusion 
r 

Of all the aspects of the hypabyssal 1ntrusion of doler

1tes that of sill 1ntrusion is perhaps the best known. S111s 

result from two processes, each of which may have common 

cohtrols determined by the 1ntruded rocks. 

Sill 'intrusion may take place along a pre-existingfract

ure or bedding parting. The fracture m~ have been produced as; 
~ 

a result of pressure transfer at the time of 1njection from 

the feeding column. Such a fracture may not persist concord

antly from the propagat1ng centre, the distance be1ng control

led by horizontal heterogeneities. This process was realised 

by Anderson (1938). 

Alternatively, intrusion may take place by the method 

proposed by Bradley (1965') or Mudge (1968). These authors 

env1sage s111 propagation as a self-reproducing process, in 
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that a sill wedge intrudes a well-defined parting surface 

under a fluid barrier or seal. The role of water or steam 

prelSure is unknown but it is thought that the confining 

pressure under the.temperature conditions inTolved is suff
. . 

icient to aid the splitti~ process (Jones and Pugh, 1948, 

p. 9lrJ Bradley, 196" p. 39)~ Neither author states how the 

wedge started away from the feeding column but a fracture is 
~ implied. If the initial fracture was of restricted exten~ 

then it might /;/e expected that one horizon ·lIIight be. occupied 

for some distance ~ue to self extension. This process ignores 

the tendency of the magma to approach
. 
the free surface and. . 

when, or if, the distance and pressure gradients are critical 

it must break upward to a parting at a lower potential. 
..Bradley (196" p. 36) was aware of this occurrence and ~ood 

examples are seen at Boyer, Nierrina and also at Victoria 

Land (Hamilton, 196,). Well away from the intrusion source 

and particularly high in the intruded sequence, where the 

intrusion is reaching nil potential, this process will /;/e 

the only one available. The magma could not easily force 

higher in fractures even if they were available. Thus con

sistent horizon propagation would be expected high in an 

intruded sequence. 

The wedge hypothesis does involve some assumptions and 

11mitations not noted by Bradley(196,). In the 11mit their 

application may preclude or halt intru.ion /;/1' this me~~s. 

The angle of the wedge must .be small or else ra~ged edges 

will develop due to fracturing over the wedge. Further, as 

the material in any wedge chills quickly, the process must 
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~ be very rapid in order to intrude cleanly. There is no reason 

to suppose that initiation of a lill could not take place at 

or near the fracture velocity in the medium. Obviously, 

further from the source there will be a lag between fracture 

and fluid fill. Bradley also noted (p.36) that if there is a 

'low angle wedge there 'is much unsupported roof and a raised 

magma pressure is needed to support it, and that forcible 

and not flotational intrusion is the appropriate procels. 

Once a tongue of material is emplaced the intrusion becomel 

flotational. 

6.8 Roof uplift and plug intrusion 

Many examples of direct roof uplift have been observed 

within this district. This structure il characterized by a 
(" 

continuoul sheet with a dyke or plug "bubble" in the roof. 

The belt example is that of the Red Hill dyke. Many other 

plugs throughout the upper parts of the Triallic rook I pose 

similar probleml. These feature I have variable shapes and 

relief above the supporting sheet, are closed in form and 

often have a sub-rounded outline. The only means of emplac
,~ 

ing such features, without disruption of the intruded rocks, 

is to push the roof upward. There is no direct evidence, in 

most cases, of assooiated faultinc or fracturing due to any 

causes. These structures are rarer in the Permian rocks. 

Production of such a structure implies either roof weakness 

or vertically directed stresses. The latter are only possible 

in association with feeders, particularly in the case of 
~ 

de.per rocks, and in fact feeders or possible feeder& are 
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~-. close to the Permian cases (Red .Hill, Mt •.Hull).• 

The lack ot bowing and distortion about plug~ in Triassic 

rocks indicates that these were not generally in a sogey, 

plastic condition but were capable ot tensile tracture. The 

rapidity of the process m~ be sicniticant. here. If the sed

imentary column has suffered two previous intrusions, intrus

ion below the level ot Upper Triassic rocks is precluded. The 

excess pressure ditferential may be substantial since the 

load-pressure balance may have occurred below one ot the prev

ious bodies· and, it lateral fracturing is prevented, all 

torce may be applied to the weakest rocks in the column. 

Marked irregular disruption would occur Ind vertical intrusions 

of no particular form would predominate. This is not common 

in the area under study since there are tew place. where the " 
~ 

lower horizons haTe .een fully occupied, thereby torcinc 

teeder pressures upward. There are tew chunks of hieh 

Triassic-Jurassic rocks visible to examine. 

Similar structures have been obserTed elsewhere. Lombaard 

(195'2), has described oupolas on sheets leading to further 

fracturing and intrusion. Anderson and Dunham (1966). found 

similar plugs and irregularities on the sills ot Skye. 

6.9 M.QJ,tUl1city of intrusion phasn 

It was deduced in Section ~.~, p. 8~ that more than one 

sheet in a column require. multiple injection with a period 

greater than the crystallization time. The structural con

tiguration of the intrusions (tig. ~, tolder) verifies this 
r- conclusion in practice. 
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~. The first intrusions to occur should be the simplest in 

form due to relative paucity of faulting and lack of differ

ential loading of other intrusions. Subsequent intrusions are 

affected by fracturing induced by earlier intrusions, the 

effect of loading and macma pressure (see p. 123). 

Four, and possibly five, puls•• of intrusion are indic

ated within this district (Sect. ,.1, p. 91, fie. 8, p. 9~)~ 

However, there is no evidence to suggest that each major sill 

has itself been bUilt up of many minor pulses of intrusion 

having close proximity in time. The implication is that a 

major sill represents one surge of material and that it fills 

fractures to the thickness that the pressures can support. 

Modern volcanism would suggest an oscillation of magma input 

during intrusion but no obvious evidence of this is present. 
,. 

~ 
Extended intrusion should be anticipated in all provinces 

as a direct result of the mechanism of magma production not 

being a flash process. Within this area period "a lf appears to 

represent the major pulse, but this is probably an illusion 

since much of the material intruded in the other periods has 

been eroded. 

6.10 Termination of intrusion 

Termination may be used in the particular sense of one 

body or in terms of the whole intrusive phas•• 

Some a.pects of the former have already been mentioned. 

Vertical constrictions or pressure dissipation would prevent 

intrusion. It might b. expected that intrusions would lens 

out and dissipate as local wedges and tongues (e.g. Skye: 
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r Anderson &In Dunham, 1966). No information on this subject is; 

r 

~ 

available in this district. 

In the latter case the intrua1ve province would cease to 

be active if the supply of macma was cut off, either in 

transit or at source. Changes of conditions of temperature 

and pressure and perhaps crustal saturation with pipes are 

important. Subsequent intrusions approach more closely to the 

surface, Whether or not they start deeper (see p. 123). As 

the sedimentary pile is loaded the magma is forcee higher 

before intrusion can take place. It would ultimately reach 

the surfaae a8 volcanic activity, if the magma supply were 

maintained. There is no direct evidence of Jurassic volcanism 

in Tasmania, although the feldspathic, lithic rocks of the 

Upper Triassia imply concomitant and pre-intrusion volcanism " 

(see p. Ill). The evidence i& admittedly poor. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 

Dolerite intrusions at all scales within the Hobart 

district are inclined, stepped sheets (chonoliths), which 

have resulted from four or five substantial pulses of inject
r ion. Eaoh intrusion has a crude trough or basin shape and a 

dyke or pipe feeder is associated with the intrusion base. 

Although previously called cone sheets. these intrusions'are 

not directly comparable with the originally defined sheets of 

Scotland. Indeed, mar~ proDably have a "T" fracture system 

above the feeder rather than a "I'.". As mentioned by Carey 

(19,8a) such sheets occupy a fracture system, at least neat 

the feeder, and generally become horizontal as the free 

surface is approached. 

The feeders generally occupy wedged fractures and have 

local pinnacle~ which may be comparable to pipu. Above the 

vertical feeding wedge a series of fractures is instigated of 

which those at the level of critical overburden pressure will 

be adopted - and then only if partings, confining pressures. 

and barriers are present to provide a preferential selection. 

In the Permian rocks the calcareous members of the Bundella 

Mu«stone and Cascades Group have provided these properties 

at about the level of effective pressure - load. The fractures 

have been produced by direct shearing above the feeding 

wedge or by splitting due to water pressure confinement below 

impermeable strata. The latter factor is probably very sig

_.._---- .. 
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r nificant at the higher levels of the intrusion. Regardles. 

of process it is unlikely that a sill would propagate far from 

the source while the potential is high unless strong hetero

genetic controls are present (unconformities, bedding). Only 

Carey (1958a) and Bradley (1965, p. 36) have noted this tend

ency to split upward and suggest mechanisms of intrusion with 

respect to this observation. As the nil potential for the 
r 

magma is approached concordancy will then dominate and the 

sill will self propagate until the friction forces overtake 

the pressure avsilable, which is diminishing rapidly with 

distance fr03 the .ource. No clear terminations have been 

seen in ,Tasmania. 

Sill. are not observed to have a wide areal extent, 

probably as there 18 no unbroken expanse of Triassic, rocks 

in which' to find them. However, in the past there has been a 

tendency to say that because a .ill ocour. in Cascade. Group 

at many points acro•• the area that it i. one and the same 

body. Thus on this logic it might be said that because two 

horizons are commonly occupied (right physical properties at 

the appropriate pressure level. and therefore relatively fort

uitously) that there are two consistent sills. Dyke limbs are 

then pas.ages to high level for such .ill.. It is generally a 

dangerous assumption but one which has often been made (e.g. 

S. Africa, Du Toit (19~); Guyana, Hawkes (1966a, b); Antarct

ica, Hamilton (1965), McKelvey and Webb (1959». Close exam

ination of maps shows that this solution is possible but not 

necessarily true. Drilling or continuous outcrop is required 

but is rarely present. In view of the experience gained in 
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c-' this distriot it is believed that many of the id.alised(~) 

seotions so common in the literature will be found to be 

inadequate under olos. examination. 

Widespread sills probably refleot feeder separation. In 

a region of few oentres the proportion of verticai or lateral 

forces would be lest and more persistent sills might be 

antioipated. This is e.peoially so away from the oentres. The 
r-

presenoe of .ynchronous or pre-existing intrusions is 

important as these affect the local environment. 

Under statio head conditions .ubsequent intrusions will 

approach the surface as a direct result o~ column loading. If 

the magma supply is .ufficient, determined largely by the 

oontinuation of the prooesses produoing melting, a lava plat

eau would result. No evidence of a Jurassic lava plateau is 

preserved today. 

The pressure on the magma was at least 7 x 105 gm/cm2• 

Assuming an 11 kill, 2.67 gm/cc 8ial and a 24 km, 3.00 gm/cc 

Sima, a pressure of about 8 x 105 gm/cm2 is possible assuming 

the magma to have a density of 2.65 gm/co. SUch calculation. 

show that the dolerite could not have been derived from depths 

much greater than the Moho, as the density potential shows 

very rapid expansion thereafter. A corollary to this observ

ation is that the Antarctican dolerites which are very similar 

compositionally were also intruded under a similar pressure 

whereas the South African dolerites were under much greater 

pressures using the theories here developed, are not as thol

eiitic and therefore were derived from a greater depth. 
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The petrological studies so far undertaken are not, in 

the writer's view, adequate to permit the conclusions that 

have been made on Uniformity of material and one major 

intrusion. Further detailed examinations are necessary 'as only 

limited deductions are possible from chilled margin or grain 

size studies. Granophyres are directly related to feeders, e.g. 

Red Hill, Hickmans Hill (McDougall, 1962) to Nierrina centre 
~ 

(821); Flagstaff Hill to SlO/Sll, and are generally rare. 

Other granophyres have been noted at Single Hill and Battery 

Point. The granophyre - feeder relationship implied and' the 

residual anomaly values suggest a feeder just offshore in 

each cas.. Some of the previous petrological conclusions 

such as those of Edwards (1942) on bottomless dykes may need 

re-examination. His example of Gunnings Sucarloaf is predom

inantly • thick sill fragment with a narrow marginal feeding 

dyke. H. believed the whole hill to be a very wid. dyke. 

~ 
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. APPENDIX ONE 

COMPARISON WITH OTHER PROVINCES 

·The ter~ 'province' refers to a region which has under

gone a major basic hypaby.sal intrusion irrespective of, ace. 

Table 2,p. 148 show. the similarities and characterilltics 

of the intrusions which any.mechani.m must explain. Excluded 

from the table are those province. which are· minor, am which 

have been compared by Mudge (1968). 

At the time of intrusion most provinces were receiving 

fre.h-water .ediment. in relatively stable continental 

environment.,. The intrusions terminated .edimentation. Two 

exception. to this state are1he North American Palisade. 
,-' 

province, which in places had suffered marked tilting prior 

to intrusion, and the English Whin Sill province about lffiich 

few detail' are known as to thickness and attitude of the 

intruded rocks at the time of intrusion. In each ca•• , except 

for parts. of the pali.adan province (e.g. Hotlr;, 1952, 1953), 

the intruded rock. were sub-horizontal am still are. The 

basement rock. are everywhere a III1xture of folded or crystal

line rocks. 

The thickne•• of the flat-lying .edimentary cover varies 

from province to province. In Ta••ania and Antarctioa the 

maximum thickne•• is or the order of ,,000-7,000 feet (1,500

2,100 Ill; Mudge, 1968) whereas the Karroo system. of South 

Africa average lQ-20,OOO feet (3-6,000 m; Du Toit, 19,4). 

Reliable estimates are not possible for other provinces. 
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Little is known of the feeders anywhere. In the Hobart 

district large pipes and dykes abOlt a mile (1,600m) in 

diameter have been suggested (p. 103). Plugs of dolerite up 

to one mile long and half a mile wide have been observed in 

pre-Permian rocks elsewhere in Tasmania (sheets 39, 44 g80l

ogieal atlas, Geological Survey Tasmania). In South Afriea 

only narrow dykes have been observed in the basement complex. 

These are usually much less than 100 feet OOm) wide (Du 

Toit, 1920; Lombaard, 1952; Walker, 1958, 1959). In the 

Guyana provinee of South AmerHa dykes up to 1,800 feet'(550 

,) wide are present (Hawkes, 1966a, b). The Whin Sill ot 

England and the sills of the Seottish provinces, e~g. Skye, 

are fed by small dykes lesl than 200 teet wide (Holme. and 

Harwood, 1928; Anderson and Dunham, 1966). Little information 

is available on other regions• 

. Every province contain. stepped sheet. and dyke. on 

various soale., but only in Tasmania and South Africa have, 

basin or "conioal" sheet struetures been suggested or 

described preViously (Carey, 1958a; Sutherland, 1966; Du 

Toit, 1905, 1920; Walker and Poldevaart, 1949; Lombaard, 

1952; Walker, 1959). Similar struetures may be inferred from 

the leetions of Hl.IIIllton (1965) for Victoria Land, Antaretica. 

The flat-bottomed "basins" of Hots (1952, 1953) are not 

directly comparable due to the alight differanee. in 

intrusion environment. 

Voleanism eannot always be shown to be related to the 

undergrOUnd activity, and often there is ar«ument al to 

whether it precedes or follows it (Du Toit, 1920; Lombaard, 

-._--- -
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19,2; Bradley, 196,). However, the consensus ot eVidence would 

suggest both pre-, post-intrusion volcanism in South Africa 

(Lombaard, 19,2); pre-intrusion volcanism in Skye (Anderson 

and Dunham, 1966); apparently contemporaneous volcanism in 

the Serra Geral rocks of South America (Oliveira and LeoIlardos, 

1943; McDougall and Ruegi, 1966), and an un~ertain relation

ship in Antarctica (Gunn and Warren, 1962). ~o volcanism can 
r-

be proven conclusively in relation to the dolerites of 

Tasmania and Sngland. 

r 

r 
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TABLE 2: Doler1te Provinces - basic facts,� 

Province Approx. age 
xl06 yrs. 

pulses>
intrusion 
est. 

sheet 
scale 
(feet) 

scale 
of 

prove 

~asman1a mJ 
160-168 

~lt- 1000-1500 
1800 

moderate 

r Antarctica mJ 
*+ llt-7-175 

~lt- 600-1000 moderate 

South Africa J 
+ 154-190 

7 100-300 
av. 

v. large 

North America Tr-J ~l 1000av I,mall 

r 

South America: 
Guyana 

Brazil 

pE 

J-K 
o 120-126 

~2 

(implied) 

)2 
(1mplied) 

1000-1200 

-
moderate 

v. large 

Britdru 
Whin Sill post-Carbo ~l 80-100av 

21+<) 
v. small 

Skye Tertiary ~2 - small 

~ 

* Webb and Warren, 1965 

+ McDouCall ani RueSg, 1966 

o McDoUiall, 1963 
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NANE INDEX 

The list below includes ~ll geograph1cal place names, 
and all structure names w1th a geograph1cal component, referred 
to with1n the text. Where the name occurs on a figure feference 
1s g1ven, otherwise coordinates are prov1ded. 

Bagdad Fault: f1•• 2 
Battery P01nt: ,lOON, ,270E 
Bellarivel fig. 1 
Berr1edale: f11. 1 
Betsey Islar~: fig. 1, ~ 

Black H1lls: f11. 1, 4 
Black Hills block/mass1f/range: fig. 2 
Black H1lls-Col11ns Bonnet-Longley region: f1g. 1 
Blackmans Bay: f1g. 1 ' 
Blue H1ll intrus10n: f1g. 9 
Bra1ns Hill: fig. 1, 4 
Br1dgewater: f1g. 1, 4 
Brighton: fig. 1 
Br1ghton H1lls/block: f1g. 1, 2 
Brighton-Tea Tree region: fig. 1 
Boyer: f1g. 1 
Boyer block/structure/1ntrus10n: f1g. 4 
Broadmar.h: f11. 1, 4 
Butchers Hill: fil. 1 
Cadbury P01nt/dyke: f1g. 1' s 
Cambr1dge: fig. 11 4 ' 
Cambr1dle df.ke: ,100Nl ,3,OE 
"Carr1ngton ': 7300N, ,330E 
Cascades Fault: f11. 2 
Clifton: fig. 1 
Coal R1ver1 f1g. 1 
Coal River graben!fau1t1nl/reg10n!vallay/lowlands: f1g. 2,4 
Coll1n5 Bonnet: fil. 1, 4 
Collins Bonnet dyke/ridge: ,400N, ,12,E - 4900N, ,130E 
Coll1n5 Cap: f1g. 1 
Collin8 Cap block: fig. 2 
Coll1n5 Cap-Grove block: f1g. 2 
Coll1nsvale: fig. 1 
Collinsvale structure: f1g. 4 
Coll1nswale-Glenlusk-Berr1edale reg10n: f1g. 1 
Crabtree: f1g 1 
Cra1gow: fil. 1 4 
Craigow-Mt. Rumney ~ykel fig. 2 
D'Entrecasteaux Channel: fig. 4 
Derwent Graben!10wlands/trouch/fault1ng: fig. 2 
Derwent River: f1g. 1, 2 
Dromedary: f1g. 1 
Dromedary block/structure:; f1g. 4 

~, Dromedary fault: f1g. 2 
Droughty P01nt: fig. 4 
Faulkner block: See Mt. Faulkner block. 
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Ferntree: 1t750N, 5215E 
Flagstaff Hill: fig. 1 
Flagstaff intrusion: fig. 9 
Gelibrand Point: fig. It 
Grass Tree Hill: fig. 1 
Grass Tree Hill-Cambridge region/block: fig. 2 
Grove: fig. 1 
Grove structure: ,fig. 4 
Grove-Mountain River region/block: fig. 2 
Gunnings Sugarloaf: fig. 1,4 
Herring Back: fig. 1,4 
Hickmanl Hill: 3,20N 51aOE 
Hobart Airport:, ,649~; 5!tlOE 
Huon River: f,ig. 1, 4 
Huonville: fig. 1 
Huonville block/intrusion: fig. 2, 9 
Jord&n River: fig. 1 
Kangaroo Rivulet: fie. 1 
Kaoota: fig. 1 
Kingston: fig. 1, 4 , 
Kingston-Blackmans,Bay regionL fig. 1 
Knocklofty: fig. 1, 4 
Lachlan: fig. 1 ' 
Laohlan block/body/intrusion: fig. 4, 9 
Lenah Valley: fig. 1, 4 
Lindisfarne: fig. 1 
Lindisfarne block: fig. 2 
Lindisfarne grabem 5700N , 5290E 
Longley:' fig. 1, 4 
Lower Derwent faulting: approx. "OON, 5260E 
Magra Fault: ,7100Nl ,060E 
Mangalore: 7700N ,200E 
Mangalore Tier/bloek'mass~ fig. 1, 2, 4 
Middle Derwent faUlti~g/trough: fig. 2 
Mikes Hill/block: fig. 1, 2, 4 
Moonah: fie. + 
Montague intrusion: fig. 9 
Mt. 
Mt. 
Mt. 

Augustua: fig. 1 
Direction: fig. 1 4 
Direction Qlock: liS. 2 

Mt. Dromedary: fig. 1, lt 
Mt. 
Mt. 
Mt. 
Mt. 

Faulkner: fig. 11. 4 
Faulkner block; rig. 2 
Hull & ridge: fig. 1, 4, 9 
Lord: fig. 1 -

Mt. 
Mt. 

Louil: fig. 1 
Marian & plateau: fig. 1, 2 

Mt. 
Mt. 
Mt. 
Mt. 
Mt. 
Mt. 
Mt. 
Mt. 

Mather: fig. 1 
Mont.ague: fig. 1 
Nelson: fiC. 1, It, 9 
Nelson block: fig. 2 
Rumney: fig-. 1, lt 
Wellington: fig. 1, 4 
Wellington-Collins ,Bonnet massif: 
Wellington-Mt. Faulkner block~ 

fig.
fig. 2 

2 

.~- -~'--'" 
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Mt. Wellington-Mt. Marian pla'liee.u: fig. 1, 2� 
Mountain River: fig~ 1� 
Mountain River block: fig. 2� 
Nelson mass/intrusion: fig. 9 ;= Mt~ Nelson.� 
New I~orfolk: fi&.• 1� 
Nierrina block/intrusion/sheet: fig. 2, 4, 9� 
North West Bay: fi~. 1, 4� 
North West BaT Fault: . fi~. 2� 
Old Beach: fig. 1� 
Pelverata-Kaoota block: 'fig. 4� 
Piersons P,minsullll 3600N, 5260E� 
Pier sons Point: fig. 1, 4� 
Pittwater: fig. 1� 

"'I� Quoin escarpment: ' fig. 1� 
Red Hill: fig. 1� 
Red Hill dyke: 3100N, ,190E� 
RichmondL fig. 1 .� 
Risdon: 5'95'ON, 5'270E� 
River Derwent: fig_ 1� 
Rokeby-South Arm r.egion: 5'000-35'00 N, ,360E� 
RosIlY Hill: 5350N, 5292E� 
Rumney-Augustus dyke-plug: fig. 9� 
Rumney ridge: see Mt. Rumney�
Saudtly Rivulet: tig. 1� 
Seven ~ale Beaeh: fig. 1� 
Single Hill: fig~ 1, 4� 
Snug: fig. 4� 

~.'"' South Arm/block: fig. 1, 2, 4� 
South Hobart: ,O,ON, 521:ioE� 

Tea Tree hills/region: approx. 7100N, 5280E� 
Trestle Mountain: 5'l5'ON, 5'105'E� 

South Hobart monocline: fig. 2� 
South Hobart intrusion: fig. 9� 
Tea Tree: fiC. 1� 

Wellington Falls: 475'ON, 5150E� 
West Hobart: ·'tig. 1� 
White Kangaroo Rivule~: fig. 1� 

i' 
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